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Murray, KY 42071

Community preparing for 438th's deployment
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray's 438th Military Police
Company will ship out for Iraq following training at the Wendell H. Ford
Regional Training Center in Greenville,
Ky., and an additional three months
scheduled at Fort Dix, N.J.
On Wednesday, Maj. Gen. Donald
Storm, adjutant general for Kentucky,
issued a mobilization order for the
unit's participation in Operation: Iraqi

Freedom.
The unit is expected to depart for
Fort Dix., N.J. on Nov. 11 where it will
train for approximately three months
before deploying to Iraq, according to a
release from the Army National Guard
headquarters in Frankfort.
The new assignment will be the
unit's second deployment in support for
the "Global War on Terror," according
to Col. Phil Miller, public affairs officer
for Kentucky's Army National Guard.

The 438th previously served at ther.
Navy facility at Guantanamo ay,
Cuba, as part of Operation: Enduring
Freedom where they supported operations at the detention facility used to
confine suspected terrorists.
Miller said the unit will return to
Murray from Greenville for a couple of
weeks of additional training before
being transferred to Fort Dix.
Meanwhile several efforts involving
the families of the soldiers are under-

way. Terry Laster, a member of the
438th Family Readiness Program, said
a send-off ceremony organized by the
unit's battalion headquarters has been
tentatively scheduled for Saturday,
Nov. 10, at the Regional Special Events
Center.
"I don't have specifics right now
because it's all being handled out of
Frankfort," she said. "I know that we
were told that they didn't want us to do
anything. They just want us to enjoy

Widow to AND A ONE ... AND A Two ...
push for
answers in
hospital
matter

UK talks
medical
school plan
with Murray

MARION, Ill. (AP) — An
attorney for a Kentucky woman
whoie husband died after gallbladder surgery at a VA hospital
in southern Illinois says the
VA's hiring of the surgeon with
a questionable record is "the
most egregious" concern in the
case.
Bob Shank, 50, of Murray,
Ky., bled to
death a day
after his Aug.
9 laparoscopic
surgery by Dr.
Jose VeizagaMendez at the
Veterans
Affairs medical center in
Marion.

I,
acordingShk
widow',
his
lawyer, Jim Harmon.
The doctor resigned three
days later, shortly before the
hospital suspended inpatient
surgeries due to a reported spike
in post-surgical deaths from
October 2(X)6 to March 2007.
Sen. Dick Durbin of Illinois
said Veizaga-Mendez had some
role in nine deaths when the
typical mortality rate would
have been two.
Veizaga-Mendez,
while
simultaneously licensed in
surrendered
Illinois,
his
Massachusetts medical license
last year after accusations of
"grossly" substandard care.
Insistent that Bob Shank died
after undergoing, what should
have been one of the "most
mundane procedures you can
think of,- Harmon said "the
most egregious thing was that
(Veizaga-Mendez) was on staff'
in Marion.
"Someone was tasked with
the responsibility at the Marion
VA of assuring that only qualified surgeons are on staff there,
and this just boggles my mind."
Harmon told The Associated
Press this week. "There's got to
be something that horribly went
wrong with the credentialing
process there; there might not
have been one....
"I can't imagine how even
the most rudimentary check of
the last hospitals he was on staff
at (in Massachusetts) would not
have revealed gigantic problems
with this guy,- Harmon said.
Repeated efforts by The
Associated Press to find a listed
telephone number or address for
Veizaga-Mendez have failed.
Shank's widow, Katrina, has
filed a claim against the U.S.
government as a precursor to a
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Murray State University Wind Ensemble member Stephen lncata of Hopkinsville, Ky., plays the trumpet and keeps time with guest conductor, University President Dr. Randy Dunn, background, during a
rehearsal session Wednesday afternoon. The ensemble's annual fall concert is planned for Tuesday at
Lovett Auditorium and Dunn will conduct 'Esprit de Corps.' See today's Arts page for details.

Staff Report
Murray Main Street's Annual
Dinner Meeting has been scheduled for Oct. 18 with the
Kentucky Heritage Council's
Donna Neary featured as the
keynote speaker.
The dinner will take place at
5 p.m. at the
newly-renovated
Miller
on
Annex
South Fourth
Street on the
town square.
A Murray
State
University
graduate,
Neary is execuPliary
tive director of
the Kentucky Heritage Council
and serves as the state historic
preservation officer. Neary's
experience jncludes working for
local, state, and federal governments in a career in historic
preservation that has spanned 20
years and several states.
A passionate advocate for

historic preservation, she has
successfully listed nearly 2,000
historic resources on the
National Register of Historic
Places. Her accomplishments
include teaching courses and
serving as a guest speaker on
local history and historic preservation at Bellarmine University,
the University of Louisville.
MSU, Indiana UniversitySoutheast,
and
Loyola
University in Chicago.
Special music will be provided by Brent Webster, an MSU
graduate student who will play
semi-classical music with guitar.
Webster has studied in Spain
and is well versed in Latin
music styles.
A silent auction will also be
featured and those attending are
invited to place their bids on a
variety of merchandise.
A charge of $10 will be
required from Murray Main
Street members. The event is
open to the public at a charge of
$15. For more information, call
759-9474.

A briefing for the families of the soldiers, provided by command officials.
has been scheduled for Oct. 20 at the
National Guard Armory.
-They will be coming down and
going over finances and insurance and
that sort of thing with us," Laster said.
"But as far as getting the families pre-

By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Murray State University President Dr. Randy Dunn
has continuously preached about providing service
through the university on a regional scale. Thanks to a
plan from the University of Kentucky, Dunn may have
found yet another avenue to do just that.
While visiting western Kentucky Wednesday, UK
President Dr. Lee Todd unveiled a proposal to expand its
College of Medicine by offering two regional sites —
one in Murray and another at Morehead State University
— where students would complete their final two years
of medical school.
The first two years would be in Lexington. Third- and
fourth-year students would then be able to contribute to
local providers in an effort to increase the level of health
care in rural areas of the state.
"This important initiative is precisely what the mission of a flagship, land-grant institution of higher learning is all about," Todd said at a forum Wednesday morning in Paducah."We have a critical need in this state for
more physicians, particularly in rural areas and in primary care and family practice, as well as medical and
surgical specialties. That means increasing the number
of medical graduates and helping place them in areas of
need."
Dunn, who said he was approached by UK officials
about six months ago regarding the plan, said offering
this as a service to improve the region's medical care is a
positive opportunity on a number of fronts.
"One of the roles for a regional university is outreach

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

Chris Taylor, right, with facilities management, gets his blood pressure checked by MSU senior Michael Bittel, a senior exercise science major from Owensboro, dunng the annual Murray
State University Health Awareness and Screening Fair was held Wednesday at MSU's Carr
Health Building. The fair is open to MSU faculty, staff and spouses.

United Way of Murray/Calloway

The Grand Home Give-A-Way!
Hull! j, Trrnf Garland Con,tru, Hon in Hrlan-rrst Subdrylseon

Tickets On Sale Now -'100
Only 4,000 WIII Bo Soldr
Tickets are available at BB&T Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Bank,
Regions Bank, and US Bank or you may also purchase tickets by
contacting the United Way of Murray/Calloway County
by calling 12701 753-0317 or go on the web at www.tmitedwayniccorg
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Rocket or mortar
attack made on main
U.S. Baghdad base

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

from Michele Burton,
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE: Geneve Smith. left. of Murray, gets a flu shot
's Flu Clinic at
Wednesday
during
Center.
Health
County
registured nurse with the Calloway
thr• Uriivoriiity Church of Christ

Murray featured •438th ...
in KET health care
documentary
From Front

I hiouglioui ..:(11). people across
LEXINGTON, Ky.
Kentucky gathered in church basements. firehouses, libraries and
other public venues to openly discuss their experiences with health
care and envision a health system that works for all Kentuckians. A
new documentary chronicling the comments of Kentuckians in
seven Kentucky communities. "Every Heartbeat Has a Voice.
Kentuckians Speak Out About Health Care", airs Wednesday. Oct.
24 at 10/9 p.m.(1'on KET2 and Thursday, Nov. 29 at 9/8 p.m. CT

'
On KET.
Sponsored by the Foundation for ailealthy Kentucky in partnership with the College of Public Health at the University of
Kentucky. the forums' goals were two-fold: to collect and synthesize the.expericnces of a diverse cross-section of Kentuckians to
present to the Kentucky legislature and to plant the seed for further
enyageitlent in health care.
,a
The program begins in Maysville then travels to Smoketown
predominantly African -American conununity in the heart of
Louisville, where health-care practitioners and patients at the free
s
Ilarambee Clinic talk about long waits for specialists, high co-pay
parand high prescnption medication costs. In Eastern Kentucky,
and
ticipants in Clay County relate their problems with isolations
transportation and in Harland County, two determined women
grapple with the stigma of mental illness.
in
In Murray. small business employers discuss their problems
providing coverage for employees, and in Berea. community advocates talk about the creation of walkways and bikeways to support
healthy lifestyles.
About
"Every Heartbeat Has a Voice. Kentuckians Speak Out
a.KET
is
initiative,
Kentucky
Well
Be
KET's
of
part
Health Care,"
production. More information about KET prograiiiining and educ.alion Series Call he Ii iind at NNN

Lauri!.

From Front
and serving responsibly I see
This as a win in every aspect." he
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Last of 3 brigades from Ky.'s
101st prepares to leave for Iraq
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526th Support Battalion within the brigade, said
his unit was fortunate to return from the last two
rotations with no fatalities, although some soldiers were injured.
The battalion, based in South Baghdad, made
more than 700 food, water, ammunition and medical supply deliveries in extreme hostile conditions, he said.
Nearly 7,(Xl0 soldiers have already deployed,
with more than 10,000 expected to take over units
already there.
After the first of the year, about 5,000 division
soldiers will deploy to Afghanistan.

from Murray's pre-med program This will increase students'
each year and advance to either exposure to UK's system."
However the benefits for
UK or the University of
Louisville medical schools or rural west Kentucky and other
the
of
parts
rural
other institutions.
"Murray State has a strong Commonwealth is an increase in
last
pre-professional curriculum and doctors. A report issued
a strong acceptance rate going week concluded that Kentucky
into these professional pro- is nearly 2,300 doctors short of
grams." Dunn said."A lot of our the national average, according
strengths have been with UofL. to a study by UK's Kentucky
Institute of Medicine. Kentucky
has a ratio of 213.5 doctors per
100,000 residents..
The national average is 267.9
doctors per 100,000 people,
which means the state would
need 2,298 doctors just to be at
the national average.
However, that problem :is
more acutely felt in the state's
rural areas. State Sen. Ken
Winters, R-Murray, said the inicompetili‘e
Call today to find UU11110fe dbOlft a
will address a critical
tiative
'
alternative to other savings plans - a filed annuity trot,
problem in Western Kentucky,
Woodmen of the World
where several counties are with•Competitive interest rates
out any pnmary care physicians.
"Our university and commu•Earnings compound tax deferred
nity leaders are demonstrating
•No taxes until withdrawal
the nght vision by responding to
the rate' interest rate' for October is 4.25%
an incredible need in the short•Thr, rate vanes mond* but is guaranteed to never be less than 54s
age of doctors in Kentucky." he
inquire about lockin rates lor I Syria's
said in a release from UK."This
can and should be a model for
Barry Newsome
Sheds Crouse
what higher education, business
Field Raprsesntstivs Field Representative
and health care enterprises can
270-753-3122
270-753-1711
do when working together on
slicrousdhicadmateos bonswoorneOrpooranse.cam
the challenges confronting our
Commonwealth."
WOODM EN
Timmons said the plan looks
\WORLD
like a good fit for the universiWoc,ck , of the World Lire Insurance Sae,
ties and the area.
Horne Olke °MIA& Nebraska
'A regional medical site at
wasvsabocIrrenora
R6
Murray State University would
be a great opportunity for med-

then follow up with Murray
State's site in 2012.
The benefits for Murray
State is in the recruitment of students who would be attracted
by. what Dunn calls, a
"pipeline" with the University of
Kentucky. According to Dr. Tom
=mons, chair of MSU's
department of biological scicrices. 10-15 students graduate

a lifts
~ma
•=ma

civilians and wounded four oth- pany's operations in Iraq within
ers in a morning attack on a six months.
A top aide to Prime Minister
minibus making its way from
Khalis to Kirkuk, police said. Noun al-Maliki told The
Khalis is about 50 miles north of Associated Press that the
American government was conBaghdad.
Wednesday, Iraqi officials sidenng meeting the demand.
"They have seen that the
demanded answers of an
Australian-owned security com- Iraqi government is serious and
pany blamed in the killing of inflexible on this issue. But so
two Iraqi Christian women laid far there has been no concrete
to rest amid rising calls for a answer from the U.S. Embassy
crackdown on private body- showing it was definitely going
guards used by the U.S. govern- to drop Blackwater," the aide
ment. The scrutiny of Unity said on condition of anonymity
Resources Group began a day because of the sensitivity of the
after its guards allegedly gunned issue.
The aide said the al-Maliki
down the two women in their
car, and less than a month after government told the embassy,
17 Iraqis died in a hail of bullets "We will draft and pass laws
fired by Blackwater USA con- that would lift the immunity on
tractors at a busy Baghdad inter- these security companies to stop
their reckless behavior."
section.
The embassy declined to
At a funeral in Baghdad's
Armenian Orthodox Virgin comment.
According to witnesses and
Mary church on Wednesday, the
Rev. Kivork Arshlian urged the police. the Armenian Christian
government to punish those women died when their white
responsible. The immunity Oldsmobile was struck by bulenjoyed by foreign security con- lets from two Unity guards as
tractors in Iraq should be lifted, the convoy was returning to a
company compound in the
he said.
"This is a crime against Karradah district.
"We cannot say the guards
humanity in general and against
Iraqis in particular. Many other shot at random, but we rather
people were killed in a similar say that they used deadly force
way," he said."We call upon the in a situation where they shouldgovernment to put an end to n't have," said government
spokesman Ali al-Dabbagh.
these killings."
His comments reflected "The preliminary investigation
growing anger here against the has shown that there was no
contractors — nearly all based threat to the convoy. The famiin the United States, Britain and lies of the victims will be summoned according to the legal
other Western countries.
As the largest security firm procedures. They can file a law
operating in. Iraq, much of that suit against the security comparage has been directed at ny."
Chief Operating
Unity
Blackwater, which protects U.S.
diplomats as they move about Officer Michael Priddin said
on Baghdad's dangerous streets. company officials had "been
An Iraqi investigation into the meeting with :Iraqi authorities
Sept. 16 killings recommended throughout the day and are
that the U.S. State Department cooperating with their investigasever all contracts for the corn- tions."

pared, it's kind of hard to prepare them for something like
this."
The 438th Family Readiness
Group is now collecting dollars
to bring at least one soldier
home from Foil Dix for
Christmas.
"As citizens of Murray. we
are heading up a campaign to
bring a soldier home," Laster
said. "They're going to be at
Fort Dix during the Christmas
holiday and they will have a
10-day leave that they can come
home, but it's at their own
expense. So we're going to
raise enough money to pay for a
plane ticket or a bus ride home
for one soldier.
"We thirk it's imperative
that we bring these guys and
girls home for Christmas before
they leave."
Also. Veterans of Foreign
Wars Post 6291 in Murray is
planning a send-off service for
the soldiers at First United
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP) — The last of
Methodist Church at 3 p.m. on
Airborne
Nov. 4 "and everyone is invit- three infantry brigades from the 101st
ed," said post commander Dave Division is preparing to leave Fort Campbell this
week to head to Iraq.
Foley. 'The soldiers have been
invited to come and we're hopIn a ceremony Tuesday. members of the 2nd
ing there's a big crowd there to Brigade Combat Team cased their unit colors in
see them off."
preparation for their deployment. The 1st and 3rd
Laster is personally involved
Brigades are already training in Kuwait.
in the deployment: her husband,
"Today, once again, we stand ready," said Col.
Dad, and her son are both
Hickman, brigade commander. "We are
William
shipping out with the 4311th.
and physically prepared and 1
mentally
trained,
"Before, we had kind of
in you and your leadership's
confidence
full
have
but
been in a preparation mode
that lie ahead."
now it's actually hitting home," ability to get the tasks done
Lt. Col. Bill Crawling, commander of the
she said.

•Medical school ...
said. It could lead to a regional
residential system. It would he
tremendous for the region."
The initial plan is to begin
with Morehead around 2010

BAGHDAD (API — Two
members of the U.S.-led coalition force were killed and 40
others were wounded in an
attack at Camp Victory, a
sprawling base near Baghdad's
airport that houses the headquarters of U.S. forces in Iraq, the
military said today.
Those wounded in the rocket
or mortar attack included two
"third country nationals," meaning they were neither American
nor Iraqis. Most troops stationed
at Camp Victory are American
but other coalition soldiers are
based there. No further details
on the attack were immediately
released.
Camp Victory and other U.S.
bases in Iraq have frequently
come under fire, but attacks
with such a large number of
casualties are rare.
On Sept. II, one person was
killed and II were wounded in a
rocket attack. The U.S. military
said a 240 mm rocket provided
to Shiite extremists by Iran was
used in that attack. The U.S.protected Green Zone, which
houses the American and British
embassies and the Iraqi government headquarters, is far more
vulnerable as it is situated in
central Baghdad.
Clashes between suspected
al-Qaida gunmen and police at
checkpoints near Baqouba left at
least one officer dead and two
others wounded, according to a
police official who asked for
anonymity because he was not
authorized to release the information.
The pre-dawn attacks lasted
about three hours and occurred
at two checkpoints in Abbara,
north of Baqouba, which is
about 35 miles northeast of
Baghdad, according to police.
One gunman was killed and several others fled, police said.
Gunmen also killed five Iraqi

ical students to discover the
advantages of working in western Kentucky. The excellent
hospitals and physicians in this
region could better attract new
physicians, and the presence of
the site would provide an opportunity for MSU faculty and stunts to work with the medical
school," he said. 'Several of
the biology faculty did post-doctorate research at medical
schools before coming to
Murray. The new science complex at Murray State University
could develop into an even more
important facility for teaching
and research."
The challenge, Dunn
explained, will be getting the
project funded by the General
Assembly, but that, would fall
into UK and Todd's lap. Dunn
added the project would not take
away from any funding efforts
MSU is involved with, specifically funding the completion of
the science complex.
"We'll be supportive of UK's
work for its legislative agenda,
but not at the cost of what we're
trying to do here," he said. "UK
will be seeking funding and it
may not be until 2010-2012, but
we want to work on this and get
it known."
It's estimated the initiative
will require about SI million in
initial start-up costs, including
expansion of laboratories and
classroom space at UK to handle
the additional 10 students during
their first two years of medical
education.
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Beshear fundraising falls short

Former judge defends Beshear in
Kentucky Central case
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —A Republican former judge involved
in the liquidation of a bankrupt Kentucky company said ethical
questions about legal work by Democratic gubernatorial candidate
Steve Beshear on the liquidation case are unfounded.
Richard Revell, a retired Jefferson County circuit judge who was
brought into the Kentucky Central Life Insurance Co. bankruptcy
case to look into the actions of Beshear and his former law firm, said
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's campaign and the state GOP need to stop cnticizing
about the case.
Beshear's role as an attorney in the company's liquidation has
become a campaign issue, with ads for Fletcher claiming that
Beshear was responsible for the company's failure, in which
Kentuckians lost jobs and investors lost their savings. A previously
confidential ethics report on Beshear's law firm, prepared more than
a decade ago, was made public on Saturday.
"If anybody thought there was an ethical violation in 1995 when
all of this occurred, it would have been before the Kentucky Bar,"
Revell told The Courier-Journal for a story published Wednesday.
"And if anybody thought there was any malpractice on the part of
Steve Beshear or Stites & Harbison. the (insurance) commissioner
'would have filed suit."
Fletcher campaign spokesman Jason Keller objected Wednesday
to Revell's comments.
"While the Beshear campaign is doing everything it can to distract from the evidence of Beshear's unethical involvement in this
scandal, the fact remains that Judge Revell approved of the report's
conclusions, its opinions, and its remedies," Keller said. "The
report, again, clearly states that Beshear had knowledge of his firms
unethical activity and did nothing to stop it."

By ROGER ALFORD
nearly
ed
Associated Press Writer
$ 4 00 , 00 0
of
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- worth
Democratic gubernatorial candi- "goods
and
date Steve Beshear's fundrais- services"
ing fell well short of a $5.3 mil- donated to the
lion projection made by the campaign by
campaign on Tuesday, accord- the Democratic
Executive
ing to it financial report.
The report filed with the Committee and
Kentucky Registry of Election that it wasn't an
Beshsir
to
Finance on Wednesday showed attempt
Rehear raised $4.9 million deceive anyone.
Beshear campaign manager
between May 23 and Oct. 10,
giving him a $1.5 million lead Jim Cauley said he added up
over first-term Republican Gov. both cash and in-kind contribuErnie Fletcher, not the nearly $2 tions to arrive at the total. "If
there's confusion, I apologize
million announced on Tuesday.
The Fletcher campaign for that," he said.
seized on the discrepancy, allegThe report shows the
ing that the Beshear campaign Beshear campaign has spent
had intentionally inflated the more than $3.2 million, primarily on advertising, and has more
numbers.
"Steve Beshear just can't than $1.6 million on hand. The
bnng himself to tell the whole Fletcher campaign, which has
truth." Fletcher spokesman raised $3.4 million, still has $1.2
Jason Keller said. "The truth million on hand.
tends to find you out, and it cerFletcher's report showed that
some key GOP leaders, includtainly has in this case."
Beshear spokeswoman Vicki ing state GOP Chairman Steve
Glass said the $5.3 million fig- Robertson, hadn't contributed
ure announced Tuesday includ- money to his general election

campaign. None of Kentucky's
four Republican congressmen
— Hal Rogers, Ed Whitfield,
Ron Lewis and Geoff Davis — were listed as donors on
Fletcher's report, nor state
Senate
President
David
Williams.
"I very infrequently give
directly
to
candidates,"
Williams. said Wednesday.
Williams said he typically
supports Republican candidates
by traveling the state campaigning for them and lending his
support to fundraising events.
He said he is supporting
Fletcher in that way, even
though he hasn't personally
written a check.
Aides to Whitfield and Davis
said the two congressmen contributed to the state Republican
Party to help Fletcher and other
GOP candidates in the general
election.
Spokesman Jim Pettit said
Rogers supports Fletcher and
made a contribution to him that
didn't show up in the fundraising report. And spokesman
Mike Dodge said while Lewis

hasn't contributed, he has been
helping Fletcher with the campaign. Dodge also said Lewis:.
wife is the campaign co-chair ii
the congressional distnct where
she's helped raise $60.0(X) for
the governor's re-election campaign.
"Regardless of their specific
contributions to this campaign.
each of these leaders are highly
supportive of the governor's reelection bid, and we are very
appreciative of their help,"
Keller said. "As is the case in
any election, individuals make
contributions in a variety of
fashions. Some volunteer theit
time to walk precincts. Others
may stuff envelopes or make
phone calls. Some folks raise
money, and still others may cont
tribute monetarily."
Robertson said he intends to
make a maximum $1,000 contribution to Fletcher, just as he did
in the primary election.
"At the end of the day, the
ultimate gauge of someone's
support is not necessarily a
check book," Robertson said

Mine disaster drills address safety,
family and media
HOLMES MILL, Ky.(AP) - Rescue drills have always been a
major part of mine safety at coal companies. But the nation's highprofile mine disasters over the past two years have forced the industry to practice in another area: dealing with victims' families and the
media.
A mock disaster drill on Wednesday at an eastern Kentucky coal
mine had nearly 1(8) federal and state officials, miners and personnel role-playing as first-responders and investigators, as well as panicked family members and reporters.
The daylong scenario depicted a mine fire that left a dozen miners trapped underground.
"It's in response to the disasters over the past (few) years," said
Thurmond Holcomb, president and general manager of Lone
Mountain Processing Company, which held the mock disaster at its
Clover Fork Mine in Holmes Mill,
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Lake Cumberland visitors down 22
percent in three summer months
JAMESTOWN, Ky. (AP) — Visits to Lake Cumberland were
down nearly 22 percent during a three-month summer period compared to the year befgre, according to a draft of a federal study
released Wednesday.
From May to July, more than 1.4 million people visited the recreational lake in south central Kentucky, down from 1.8 million in the
same period in 2006. Numbers for August and September were not
available. The figures were included in a draft environmental impact
statement prepared by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. It reported on the environmental and economic effects of ongoing repairs at
Wolf Creek Dam, which is undergoing a $309 million rehabilitation
to repair leaks.
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & limes
BACK OPEN: Murray Electnc System Board Chairman Robert Etherton, center with scissors,
is ioined by other MES and other officials tor the opening ot the utility's new customer service
lobby during a ceremony Tuesday morning at the site on Olive Street. MES customers and
those attending the ceremony were also treated to a hamburger-hot dog cookout in celebration.
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The same God?
Whatever else his craw s say at him, no one Lan fault
President Bush for failing to go the extra mile in his efforts
to
to show that neither he, nor the United States, is opposed
the Islamic faith, or to Muslim nations.
Last week, the president and Mrs. Bush
hosted their seventh Iftaar Dinner, the celebration that breaks the Muslim fast during
Ramadan. Immediately after 9/1 1. the president visited a Washington. D.C., mosque
and proclaimed Islam a "religion of peace."
He has frequently said that terronsts are
not real Muslims, anymore than people
who proclaim to be Chnstian and engage
in violence are genuine Christians.
The president is the most openly evanCal's
gelical Christian and faithful churchgoer
since Jimmy Caner. And the evangelical
ThOUghti
By Cal Thomas community has mostly embraced him and
Syndicated
twice voted for him in overwhelming numColumnist
hers. But that constituency is likely to be
troubled over something the president said
with Al Arabiya television. In an official
i
in an in
transcnpt re sed by the White House, the president said,
'.I believe in an almighty God, and I believe that all the
world, whether they be Muslim. Christian. or any other religion, prays to the same God." Later in the interview, the
president repeated his statement: "I believe there is a universal God. I believe the God that the Muslim prays to is the
,ante God that I pray to. After all, we all came from Abraham. I believe in that universality.'
To paraphrase a remark often attributed to the late Sen.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, everyone is entitled to his or her
Own faith, but everyone is not entitled to define the central
doctrines of that faith. The doctrines of what is called Christianity not only stand in stark contrast to Islam, they also
teach something contrary to what the president says he
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Giuliani, Romney put focus on each other

For his part, McCain
ROYAL OAK, Mich. (AP)
argued that neither Giuliani
— Rudy Giuliani and Mitt
nor Romney was innocent of
believes.
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Gunman warned students before attack

CLEVELAND (AP) - A 14-year-old
Mrs. Annie Mae Sims, 72, Gary, Ind., died Friday. Oct. 5, 2007,
student who opened fire at his high school.
at 2:30 p.m. at Methodist Hospital Southlake.
She was a member of Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church, wounding four people before killing himself, had a history of mental problems and
Murray, Ky.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Jack 0. Sims, one son, was known for cussing at teachers and bickering with students.
Kern Sims, one daughter, Emily Ann Sims-Todd, her father, Willie
Asa H. Coon, who had been suspended
0. Reed, and her mother, Vera Reed Ward.
for fighting, warned classmates of an attack
Survivors include one daughter, Jacqulyne Sims, Murray; two - but none took him seriously.
sons, Gary L. Sims, Murray, and Robert E. McCuiston and wife,
"When he got suspended, he was kke 'I
Ada. Gary, Ind.; eight grandchildren; several great-grandchildren.
got something for you all,- said student
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill Frances Henderson, who said she often got
Baptist Church. Rev. Jim Green will officiate. Burial will follow in into arguments with Coon. "I guess this is
the Murray Memorial Gardens with Imes-Miller Funeral Home in what he had.Police believe Coon targeted the two
charge of arrangements.
Visitation will be at the church from II a.m, to l p.m. Saturday. teachers he shot Wednesday. He also shot
two students while others hid in closets and
bathrooms or ran out of SuccessTech
Mrs. Cora McKinney
Academy alternative school. Students gathMrs. Cora McKinney. 92, Murray, formerly of Marion and ered outside, many in tears, hugging one
Salem, died Friday, Oct. 5, 2007, at 7:15 a.m. at Spring Creek another and talking on cell phones.
Health Care, Murray.
Parents were angry that firearms got into
Preceding in death were her husband, Orville McKinney, to a school -equipped with metal detectors that
whom she had been married for 64 years.; her parents, James and students said were intermittently used.
Ar
Coon's troubles seemed to come to a tip- A distraught mother, left, cries after her daughter, right, made it out of the
losephene Croft, eight brothers and three sisters. She was a member
ping point this week when he was suspend- SuccessTech
of Pleasant Grove Baptist Church in Crittenden County.
Academy alternative school in Cleveland, Ohio, Wednesday. A 14Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Janice Arflack and hus- ed for fighting outside with a classmate. year-old suspended student, dressed in
black, opened fire in his downtown high
band, Kenneth, Madison, Ala.; one son, Danny McKinney and wife, Students said Monday's fight was over God
school Wednesday, wounding four people as terrified schoolmates hid in closets
Coon
told
his
classmates
he
didn't
Shirley, Murray; five grandchildren, Kent Arflack, Madison, Kevin
believe in God and instead worshipped and bathrooms and huddled under laboratory desks. He then killed himself.
Arflack, Seattle, Wash., Keith Arflack and wife, Katherine, Greer, rocker
Marilyn Manson.
S.C., Danette Shepard and husband. Steve, Madisonville, and
Armed with two revolvers Wednesday. because he had burns on his arms and
All classes in the city school district were
Kimberly Cummings, Murray; seven great-grandchildren.
Coon fired eight shots, Police Chief Michael scratches on his forehead, the newspaper canceled today, and school officials said
The funeral was Monday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Gilbert McGrath said. Police found a duffel bag said.
counseling would be available for students
Funeral Home, Marion. Rev. Herbert Alexander officiated. Burial stocked with ammunition and three knives
When he was 12. Coon was charged in at recreation centers throughout Cleveland.
in a bathroom, but no suicide note, he said. juvenile court with domestic violence. His
was in the Union Baptist Church Cemetery.
Witnesses said the shooter moved
Math teacher David Kachadourian, who mother, Lori, had called police and told through SuccessTech, a converted downExpressions of sympathy may be made to Union Cemetery Fund,
was treated at a hospital for a minor wound them her son slapped her and called her a town office building, working his way up
Rita Hall, 447 St. Rt. 1668, Marion, KY 42071.
to the back of one shoulder, knew of no rea- vulgar name. She had been trying to inter- through the first two floors of administrative
son why Coon might target him. Coon was vene in a fight between Coon and his twin offices to the third floor of classrooms. He
Lowell H. Adams
sister, The Plain Dealer reported.
a student in his beginning algebra class.
was wearing a Manson shirt, black jeans and
A graveside service for Lowell H. Adams will be Friday at 1 p.m.
He was also suspended from school last black-painted finger nails, police said.
"I never felt personally threatened or perat West Fork Cemetery at Stella. Rev. F. Wayne Carter will officiate. sonally at risk," Kachadourian said. "I
The first person shot, 14-year-old
had year for attempting to hurt a student, the
Pallbearers will be Nathan Lamb, Jamie Carson, concerns about him, yes. He seemed like an newspaper said.
Michael Peek, had punched Coon in the face
Ed Chapman, Keith Ross and Jackie Carson.
"He used to cuss all the teachers out," right before the shootings began, student
angry young man. I did not fear for my own
Visitation will be at Blalock-Coleman & York safety."
said Henderson, 14.
Rasheem Smith said.
Coon, who was white, stood out in the
Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday)and
Kachadourian said he was struggling to
Coon "came out of the bathroom and
predominantly black school for dressing in a bumped Mike and he (Mike) punched him
make sense of the shootings.
until 12:30 p.m. Friday.
"At the time it didn't seem real," he told goth style, wearing a black trench coat, in his face. Mike started walking. He shot
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuABC's "Good Morning America" today. "It black boots, a dog collar and chains, she Mike in the side," said Smith, 15.
neralhome.com
Darnell Rodgers, 18, was walking up to
Mr. Adams, 80, Lawson Road, Murray, died Tuesday. Oct. 9, didn't seem real until they told us that other said.
Henderson, who is black, she said she another floor when the stairway suddenly
people had been shot and that he had died
2007, at 11:40 a.m. at his home.
didn't
believe race played a role in the became flooded with students. "They were
and then it became really awful."
An Army veteran, he had retired as press operator at Murray
screaming, and they were saying, 'Oh my
Coon had mental health problems, spent shootings.
State University. He was of Baptist faith.
"He's
crazy. He threatened to blow up God! Oh my God!' I knew something was
time in two juvenile facilities and threatened
He was married Sept. 29, 1951, to the former Latricia Ann to commit suicide while in a mental health our school. He threatened to stab every- wrong, but thought that it was probably just
Gupton. who died May 18, 1993. Also preceding him in death were facility, according to juvenile court records body,- said Doneisha LeVen, 14."We didn't a fight, so I just kept going," Rodgers said.
one daughter, Beverly Adams Carson, two sisters, June Parker and obtained by The Plain Dealer newspaper.
think nothing of it."
Rodgers was released from a hospital
Myrna Rose, and two brothers, Cody Adams and Don Rob Adams.
People at Coon's home late Wednesday after treatment for a graze wound to his right
The Department of Children and Family
Born Aug. 3, 1927, in Coldwater, he was the son of the late Services was called to Coon's home in 2000 declined to comment.
elbow.
Columbus Adams and Ham Hargrove Adams.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Rhonda Anderson
Gallimore and husband, James. Murray; one sister, Mrs. Sue
Bazzell, Coldwater; one brother, Earl Adams and wife, Vickie,
Mayfield; five grandchildren, Jennifer Anderson, JoAnna Anderson, From Front
noting that he wasn't involved of Illinois," he said. "Obviously where the his license never was
Lon Lamb and husband, Nathan, Jamie Carson and wife. Misty, and
in Veizaga-Mendez's hiring or if the VA had been doing their suspended or revoked. Harmon
possible federal lawsuit, and spoken with the panel that was. job, they wouldn't have hired said. -That's kind of a flaw in
Chrystie Chapman and husband. Ed; six great-grandchildren, Jaden
While cautious about dis- this guy.and Tatum Lamb, Emma Ross, Jack Daughaday, and Carson and plans an aggressive legal push to
the system," he said.
Jackson Chapman.
flush out why Veizaga-Mendez cussing Veizaga-Mendez direct- - But by surrendering his
An administrative law judge
got hired in Marion despite his ly, citing the pending investiga- Massachusetts license, Veizaga- on Dec. 10 is to consider the stadocumented troubles, Harmon tion, McBrady said the doctor Mendez legitimately could tell tus of Veizaga-Mendez's Illinois
Joe Allen Jackson
had a valid, unrestricted medical prospective employers else- medical license.
The funeral for Joe Allen Jackson will be today (Thursday) at 2 said.
Pete McBrady, the acting license in Massachusetts and
p.m. in the chapel of Hornbeak Funeral Home, Fulton. Burial will
Your Choice!
director of the VA hospital, said Illinois when hired by the
follow in the Cayce Cemetery at Cayce. Ky.
1//,,„„y Yll.„,„„„/
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Tributes may be left online Wednesday a group of physi- Marion VA in January 2006.
c_rouno DON
himotWourn
Entombment
Background checks did not
cians at the Marion site typicalat www.hombeakfuneralchapel.com
icaces
Burial Packages
2 64,4s
Caws,Cou
Mr. Jackson, 58, South Fulton, Term,, died Tuesday, Oct.9, 2007, ly pores over a ':wide range of reveal any prior or pending disat
Carona,Simons
2 Priors,
information" in vetting each job • ciplinary action against Veizagaat 120 a.m. at Parkway Regional Hospital, Fulton.
ailO Bronn JON me
• tienore
Nte
He was a welder for Lennox Hearth Products, Union City, Tenn. candidate. The scrutiny includes Mendez, and documents conby
the
Office
Call
or
Stop
Born Jan, 28, 1949, in Fulton County, Ky., he was the son of the late finding whether the applicant is cerning his relinquishing his
licensed in other states and if he Massachusetts license in June
Lee Elmo Jackson and Mary Davidson Jackson.
(270) 753-2654
For 2 Persons
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Earlene Harrison Jackson; one or she has a record in the 2006 indicated the action was
3223 US Hwy. 641 North
National Practitioner Data Bank "for non-disciplinary reasons,"
son, Joey Jackson, Chicago, Ill.; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Mindy
Murray, KY 42071
Bailey. Fulton. Ky., and Mrs. Margaret Conner, South Fulton; one of tort or malpractice claims McBrady said.
This otter o for pre-need purchases only
and may not be combined with onv
Harmon said he doesn't fault
stepson. Donnie Evans, Fulton; nine grandchildren; three brothers, against physicians. They also go
other offer Expires November 30, 2C07
Harold Jackson. Hickman, Ky.. Jimmy Jackson, Arizona, and over personal clinical refer- Massachusetts medical regulators, crediting them with getting
Delmar Jackson, Murray, Ky.; five sisters, Mrs. Alma Jones, ences.
"All of those pieces of infor- Veizaga-Mendez to surrender
Clinton, Ky., Mrs. Betty Payne, Richland, Miss., Mrs. Peggy Baker,
mation would have been includ- his license there.
Fulton, Mrs. Mary Ruth Nye. Newbern, Tenn.. and Mrs. Deborah
-The problem is it doesn't do "STOCK MARKET REPORT
ed in the discussion about
Ray, Union City. Tenn.
whether to hire," said McBrady, anything to protect the citizens

•VA hospital.
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Mrs. Dorothy K. Perry
A graveside service for Mrs. Dorothy K. Perry will be Friday at
1..30 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev. Steve DeVoss and John
Jones will officiate. Pallbearers will be Steve DeVoss, Ronald
Churchill II, Ronald Churchill Ill. John Jones and
Ricky Cooksey.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First
Baptist Church Building Fund, 203 South Fourth
St.. Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Perry. 99, Sha-Wa Court, Murray, died
Monday, Oct. 8. 2007, at 1:55 a.m. at Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
She received her bachelor of science degree in
perry
home economics in 1928 from Murray State
College. For a number of years she worked as the
buyer for women's clothing at Belk-Settle. Murray. before starting
her own tailor shop. After retiring from the Tailor Shop, she continued to alter clothes for Graham-Jackson and Buckingham-Ray
stores, located on the north side of the downtown Murray courtsquare. She was a member of First Baptist Church and of the Bel
Sunday School Class.
Her husband, William Robert Perry, one son, William Edward
Perry, and one sister. Margarette Winchester McCuiston, all preceded her in death. Born Jan. 10, 1908, in Murray, she was the daughter of the late Richard Edward Kendall and Bulah Edwards Kendall.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Ann Perry Churchil and
husband. Ronald Jr.. Murray. and Mrs. Jane Perry Cremer and husband, Dr. Ken, Williston. Tenn.; four grandchildren, Pamela
Churchill DeVoss and husband, Steve, Ronald Churchill III and
wife. Carol, Karen Cremer Cooksey and husband. Ricky, and Kenna
Cremer Jones and husband. Jon, six great-grandchildren.
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8.72 + 0.49
Ford Motor
(kneral Electric
41.94 +0.13
General Slitters
411.18 + 2.05
GlamiSmilhKline ADR
2.3-;
1.03
69.98 + 1.28
Goodrich
10.76 + 0.24
Goodyear
HopPed Bank'
14.91 B 15.10
IBM
119.96 + 1.34

Intel
.....
+ 0.23
Kroger
- 29.42 + 0.541
Mattel
22.45.0.21
McDonald%
56.75 0.28
Merck
53.43 + 0.20
30.43 + 0.2.0
Microsoft
64.71 .3.29
J.C. Pennes
Pepsico, Inc
72.87 -0.73
25.50 • 0.04
Pfizer. Inc
Regions Financial
40.29 + 0.03
Schering•Plough
32.46 + 0.12
Sears Holding Corp ..-146.85 + 0.45
lime Warner
19.15 + 0.10
42.99 - 0.04
CS Bancorp
49.59 + 0.37
UST
WellPoint Inc ....80.00 • 0.14
47.24 + 1.65
Wal-Mart
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Annual homecoming bonfire
scheduled Friday evening
The Residential (..'ollege Association's
annual homecoming bonfire will be Friday at 7 p.m. on the lawn behind SpringerFranklin College on the Murray State University campus.
This event is a way to kick off the
homecoming festivities and show support
for the Racer football team. The public is
Invited.

lo's
Datebook

Humane Society of Calloway County's pet
By Jo Burkeen therapy teams and their dogs up for adoption will be in the Murray State University
Community
parade on Saturday. They will be walking as
Editor
part of the unit sponsored by the Animal
Health Technology and Pre-Veterinary Club. After the parade.
the foster dogs will be at a special adoption event at the Calloway County Library annex until 2 p.m. Persons may see
some (Abe dogs at www.forthepets.org

Photo provided

Sharon Siebold, standing. helps members with crafts at the
meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club

Photo provided

Serving as hostesses for the meeting of the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club were, from left,
Susan Vied, Jan Hough and Ginny Harper.

Crafts made by members for 4-H at Theta meeting
Members of the Theta Jan Hough, presided at the meetII was announced that the
Wpm-1111CM of the Murray ing. Reports were given by Murray Woman's Cub will host
Woman's Club opened the Mary Lawson. secretary, and the meeting of the First Dis2()07-20(18 club year by mak- Sylvia Puckett, treasurer.
trict of the Kentucky Federaing special crafts for use later
Announcement was made of tion of Women's Club on Oct.
by the Calloway County 4-H the Hentage Ball to be held 17. Martha C'rafton of the MurClub.
Oct. 27 from 7 to II p.m. at ray club is governor of the
Sharon Siebold and Ginny the Murray State University district.
Harper. members of the pro- ('urns Center. Tickets are $40
Committee members include
gram committee. had brought each. Funds will be used for Joan Adams. Thelma Warford
supplies tot the crafts and the care and maintenance of and Sharon Siebold, civic proj_ instructed The members in the the club house. Music will be ect; Jeannetta Bennett and
workshop.
by the group. Grumpy Old Becky Rutledge, finance and
Wilma Beatty. co-chair with Men.
fundraising; Mary Ann Russell

and Siebold. contest: Joe Farley. Bess Kerlick. Sue Miller,
Virginia Chesser and Cloia
Campbell,
telephone:
Pat
McMullin and Opal Howard.
sunshine.
Hostesses were Jan Hough,
Ginny Harper and Susan Vied.
The department will meet
Monday at 12:30 p.m. at the
club house. Hostesses will be
Pat McMullin. Joan Adams and
Opal Howard.

Halloween
costumes
needed by
Girl Scouts

TOM BERRY/ledger & Times

DONATION GIVEN: Members of the Calloway County High School Lady Lakers basketball
team, along with a few supporters, are joined by Calloway County Character Counts
Coalition
President Tung Dinh, left, as the learn donates about $1,000 to next year's Character
Counts
Olympics at the new Martial Arts America center on Old Coldwater Road The team is
participating in Character Counts Challenge, an Olympics fundraiser

Murray asonic ge #1
COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST

latU ViAtUi

Rail

Country Ham, Sausage, Eggs, Biscuits & Gravy
All-You-Can-Eat Only $5.00

Saturday, Oct. 13th,6 a.m.-10 a.m.

Read the

2036 State Route 121 North, Murray

NIL 11%11

Dogs will walk in parade

LE6GER TIMES

2IIIE

Girl Scout Troop 1484 will
hold its annual Costume Closet on Saturday. Oct. 20, from
tO a.m. to noon at die Calloway County Public Library.
This service helps all children participate in Halloween
activities by providing costumes
free of charge.
The costumes are loaned to
families and are returned the
week after Halloween.
The Cadette group is in need
of costume donations, particularly baby and toddler costumes.
Any one having any old
costumes of any size that are
in good shape and wish to
donate, call Laura Lee Winchester at 227-3441 to arrange
a pick-up time.

.Tird;
.12notincernen/

Brylee Paige
Phillips
Brandon Phillips and Kala
Stalls of Murray are the parents of a daughter, Bry lee Paige
Phillips. born on Saturday. Sept.
22. 2007. at 12:50 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
I() ounces and measured 20
inches.
Grandparents are Herbie and
Kim Barnett of Almo and
Robert and Tena Phillips of
Murray.
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Health Coverage
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• 3 Year Warranty
COBRA i Alternative

• Lifetime Battery
• Large Variety
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of Swiss Parts
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Robert BillIngton Jr.
270-753-4751
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Murray State University Horticulture Club will have its
annual Mum Sale starting Saturday at 9:30 a.m, following the
homecoming parade and will continue until the club sells out
at the Pullen Farm Greenhouse, corner of Locust and Hickory Streets, Murray. Also available will be corn stalks and straw
bales. The sale will continue from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. during
week, but call 767-0468 for days the greenhouse will be open
and for other information.

Masonic lodge plans breakfast
Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will
host its country ham breakfast featuring country ham, sausage,
eggs, biscuits and gravy, all you can eat for $5 per person,
on Saturday from 6 to 10 a.m, at the Masonic Hall. Ky. 12.1
North at Robertson Road North. The public is urged to attend.

Book signing at New Life
Michael Freeland, author of "Blood River to Berlin" will
be at the New Life Christian Book Store on the west side of
Murray downtown courtsguare on Friday from 4 to 6:30 p.m.
to sign his book for those attending. He will also be at
Pauline's Happy House, Mayfield. from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday.

Stove needed for a family
A electric stove for a single mother with two children is
needed. Anyone having one to donate call the Men-yinan House
at 759-2373.

Church plans Fall Fling
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, 5671 Crossland Rd., Hazel, will have its Fall Fling on Saturday from 5
to 8 p.m. This will include a silent auction, 'eatables, hayride,
Bingo, supper and miscellaneous games for all ages. The public is invited.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms.- dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Recovering addict will speak
David Parnell, recovering meth addict and suicide survivor,
will deliver a hard-hitting, informative and emotional presentation about the danger sof methamphetamine and the impact
of this drug tonight (Thursday) at 7 at Dickey fine arts auditorium, Bethel College, McKenzie. Tenn. For information cail
1-731-352-7530 or 1-731-352-5133.

Toy Run by Bikers on Saturday
Kentucky Motorcycle Association/KBA District ff7 and Bikers of Western Kentucky invite the public to join them for the
17th annual Toy Run on Saturday at I p.m. starting at Warman Parking Lot, Murray, and ending at Dexter Community
Center, Dexter. Admission is one new toy or donation. Cars
and trucks are welcome. All proceeds will go to the Purchast
District Foster Parent Association. For more information codtact Daniel Ripley at 427-0335 or Edna Barnett at 753-5474

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Ron Byers and The Smith Family. There is no admigsion charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. Fdr
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Tagfor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail gloryhound(ffhotmail.com.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions prograni.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptiat
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Fnday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

VFW Post 6291. will meet tonight
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291 will meet tonight at
6:30 at the new Legion Hall on North Fourth Street. Mur
ray.

TOPS to meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public
Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information
call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Lions Club has promotion
Murray Lions Club has started its annual See's Candy sales.
Contact any club member or Rowina Wilbum, chairperson, at
753-3080 before Nov. 1 to place an order. The proceeds from
this activity, will go to local sight programs.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
111.1)01I aft

107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
mom-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Closed Sat. & Sun.

Horticulture Club plans promotion

Anthenvit

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main Si.. Murray, next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.
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Public urged to take action to be
prepared for fires and to give blood
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This week, Oct. 7-13, is liquid portion of the blood that call 1-800-GIVE-LIFE (1-800National Fire Prevention Week, carries water and nutrients to 448-3543)*Practice Your Escape Plan!' all the cells in the body. One
According to the National
is the theme of Fire Preven- whole blood donation can be Fire Protection Association, its
lion Week 2007.
separated into red blood cells, not enough to have a home
In addition to providing for plasma and platelets to help treat fire escape plan. To escape
the immediate needs of many patients with different needs, safely, everyone in your home
fire victims, the Red Cross Therefore, each blood dona- must practice the plan. Here
also works to educate people [ion has the potential to save are some tips for creating a
on how to prevent fires and up to three lives,
home fire escape plan of your
other disasters from ever hapYou can help burn victims own:
tiening.
and countless other patients by
— Draw a floor plan Of a
Since not all fires are pre- donating blood at the Amen- map of your home. Show all
vented, there is something you can Red Cross blood drive doors and windows.
can do to help your commu- scheduled on Friday. Oct. 19
— Mark two ways out of
nity. According to the Centers at the Weaks Community Cen- each room.
for Disease Control, fires and ter, located at 607 Poplar St.,
— Mark all of the smoke
burns are the fifth most com- Murray. Hours will be from 2 alarms with the letters SA.
mon cause of unintentional to 7 p.m.
— Smoke alarms should be
injury deaths in the United
If you are at least 17 years in each sleeping room, outside
States. In 2005, U.S. home of age), weigh a minimum of each sleeping area, and on
fires killed more than 3,000 peo- 110 pounds and are in good every level of the
pie and injured nearly 14,000 general health, you may be
home.
more, not including firefight- eligible to donate blood. All
— Pick a family meeting
Photo
GOLD TAGS EARNED: Students at Murray Elementary School earn a gold tag when they ers,
donors need to present posi- place outside where everyone
Many fire victims rely on tive identification. For more can meet.
have received 10 Tiger tags for going above and beyond the Guidelines for Success and Janetsi
— Remember to practice
Caldwell, prin cipal, presents the gold tags to students on the Tiger Cub News program each donated plasma to treat their information or to schedule your
morning. Students receiving the award during the week of Oct. 1-5 were Autumn Darling and burns. Plasma is the yellow blood donation appointment, your plan at least twice a year!
Elisa Eaton from Ashley Neffs' class, Garrett Griffin and Emily Kinsey from Shannon Chiles'
class, Mallory Stone, Jessica Schuring, Channing Foster and Destiny Ngezem from Holly
Bloodworth's class and Dylan Vance from Courtney Vanover's class.
ways,
Writer's Potpourri will be
And my ways are not His Cherished Scenes
Saturday at 9:30 a.m, at the
Ways,
Calloway
By Wilma J. Sanders
But God saves me every
County
When twilight falls across
The Murray-Calloway Coun- enhance the education of stu- ly involved in a recycling projday
Public
my lawn
ty ATC Chapter of the Dis- dents with interests in market- ect.
To follow His Way.
Library. All
I sit in my rocking chair
tributive Education Clubs of ing, management and entrepreStudents will compete in the
I need not, dare not, ask:
Scenes of happy days
interested
America is observing Nation- neurship.
regional competition in FebruWhy
God
keeps
me
alive
gone by
writers are
al DECA Week, Oct. 7-12.
The local chapter officers ary and state completion
day after day,
And how it was back
invited to
DECA is an integral com- are: Jenny Dillion, president; April.
While in the wake
there
attend.
ponent of marketing education, Jasemine Carr, vice president:
Teachers at the ATC wit
Of an 8.0 quake,
1 see my swing beside
Wilma
providing educational and lead- Renee Ruch, secretary; Taylor be receiving donuts from the
Lives ended all in one
the lane
Sanders,
ership development activities Burnine, treasurer; Carrie Duffy group as an appreciation fo
day.
Hung in a tree so tall
to be integrated into the class- and Amanda Duffy, historians. their efforts.
Writer's director,
Why were coal miners
Where I could while the
has
room marketing instructional
The group meets each month
Esther Ford serves as the
trapped for days,
time away
Potpourri released
program.
and works on various commu- chapter adviser.
While three rescuers died
With not a care at all
Wilma Sanders, some of
It is DECA's mission to nity projects. They are currentin a single day?
The houses nearby where
Director
the poems
Well, you know, it's all
we lived .
written by
about salvation.
Was cool in the summer's
participants as follows:
God saves in every living
heat
breath
A garden grew from
Cooler Breezes
Of human life;
springtime on
By Lenda Easley
God saves in every death,
With many rows so neat
believe the North Pole
Raising souls to eternal
1 had puppies too, that I
Would be a cold--hole
life.
can (tame
So much snow
In His love, so merciful
There's Trixie and Big
And the winds would
and sublime,
Red
blow
God saves us one day at
They still live in memory
Wonder if you'd see any
a time.
now
Polar bears
Though they are a long
Think there would be any
Goodbye Doralyn
time dead
Snow hares?
By Stephanie Cunningham
Big Red was my fierce
There would be lots
You left this life!
protector
Of ice.
To begin your new life!
Trixie a playmate small
No, I'll stay here in
You have a new body,
I loved them both at difMy air-condition
no more diabetes! When
ferent times
Where it is so nice!
You got to Heaven. God
In those scenes that I
took it away! You are
recall
It's All About Salvation
with
We call them "The Good
By Margaret R. Elkins
your parents again! Oh,
Old Days"
Every second, every
For we filter the bad
how happy they were to
minute,
see You! Goodbye Doratimes out
Every hour of every day,
lyn!
We retain the good times
God saves me to follow
You will be missed by
more
His way.
Photo provided
Of this I have no doubt.
many
His ways are not my
who loved you!
AUTHOR VISITS: Nancy Larson, author of a new science textbook visited Murray Elementary
School to talk with students in classes piloting the program. Pictured are Theressa Key, left,
consultant, and Larson, center, talking with students in Ashley Neff's, right, P2 class about the
science program they are piloting.

Persons invited to join Writer's Potpourri

DECA Week observed by local chapter

Winter is around the corner!
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•I med to large squash
•1/2 cup brown sugar
.2-3 cups water
•1/2 stick butter
Take squash and cut in half long
ways, deseed. and place face down
in a rned to large baking dish. Pour
water in pan to 1/4 of squach. Bake
at 350 degree until fork tender. Turn
over and cover with sliced butter and
sprinkle with brown sugar. Return to
oven for five minutes, then remove
from pan. My children often use this
as a dessert

•fling at 6:30
Murray. Pmble activities.

•••
SQUASH,
BUTTERNUT
APPLE AND ONION
By unnamed reader
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BUTTERNUT SQUASH
By Mr. Mom
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Tried & True
Recipes

Fall
is
here and the
winter squash
are ready to be
cooked.
Many people
of
think
squash as tasting bad, but
they can be
very rich and
sweet.
I'm
sending you
some recipes
that are great
for beginners.

October 11-13 at 7:30 pm
October 14 at 2:30 pm
at Robert E. Johnson Theatre
I or .‘lor(' Information, please call 270-S09-4421
or NIature Audiences

Dough:
I 1/4 cups all-purpose flour
Pinch salt
8 tablespoons cold unsalted butter, diced (I stick)
I large egg, lightly beaten
Filling:
I large baking apple, such as
Rome Beauty or Cortland
I small or 1/2 medium butternut
squash (about 3(4 pound). halved, seeded, and skin on
I small yellow onion, peeled, root
end tnmmed but intact
3 tablespoons unsalted butter. melted
2 teaspoons chopped fresh rosemary leaves
2 teaspoons chopped fresh thyme
leaves
Kosher salt and freshly ground
black pepper
2 tablespoons whole-grain mustard
1/3 cup crumbled Stilton or other

blue cheese (about I 1/2 ounces)
For the dough: Pulse the flour
and salt together in a food processor. Add the butter and pulse about
10 times until the mixture resembles
coarse cornmeal with a few beansize bits of butter in it. Add the egg
and pulse 1 to 2 times more, don't
let the dough form a mass around
the blade. If the dough seems very
dry, add up to I tablespoon of cold
water, 1 teaspoon at a time, pulsing
briefly. Remove the blade and bring
the dough together by hand. Shape
the dough into a disk, wrap it in
plastic wrap. and refrigerate at least
I hour.
For the filling: Halve and core
the apple. Cut each half into 8 wedges
and put them in a large bowl. Slice
the squash and cut the onion into
wedges so that both are as thick as
the apple wedges and add them to
the apples. Add the butter, rosemary.
and thyme and toss gently to combine. Season with salt and pepper
and toss again.
Preheat the oven to 400 degrees
Roll the dough on a lightly floured
surface into a I2-inch disk. Transfer
the dough to a baking sheet and
brush with mustard. Starting 2 inches from the edge. casually alternate
pieces of apple, squash, and onion
in overlapping circles. If you have extra
pieces of one or another, tuck them
in where you can or double them up
to use all the filling. Fold and pleat
the dough over the edge of the filling. Bake until the crust is brown
and the apple. squash, and onion are
tender and caramelized, about 55 mm.
ales Scatter the cheese over the filling and bake until melted. about 5
minutes more. Cool the galette briefly
on a wire rack. Cut into wedges and
serve. This was a harder recipe but
very good

BUTTERNUT
SQUASH
SOUP
By unnamed reader
extra virgin °bye ,o1
I stick butter
I or 2 large sweet onions. chopped
1t2 large fennel bulb with "fern"
large butternut squash
2 large carrots
white wine or Zinfandel
fresh sage
4 cans chicken broth (may use
low sodium)

I cup heavy cream
Pour generous amount of olive
oil to cover bottom of a stock pot.
Add 7-1/2 stick butter. Heat over
low-medium heat. Add chopped onion.
Cook until translucent. Clean fennel
bulb and the fern (the fern is the
top, finely-leafed portion of the fennel) under cold water and pat dry.
Detach some fern from stems, discarding stems(they can be pithy). Chop
bulb, discarding lough outer layer.
Add chopped fennel bulb to onion
and continue to saute over low heat,
stirring occasionally. Peel squash and
carrots. Cut squash into medium sized
cubes: slice carrot. Add approximately 2 teaspoons salt to pan (Kosher
salt preferred), and sprinkle with pepper Turn heat to medium, add 7-I
cup wine to onion and fennel; cook
until alcohol "burns off", approximately 4 to 5 minutes. Add carrot
and squash to pot. Add 4 or 5 cans
of chicken stock and remaining butter. Cover and bring to a slow boil.
Mince several sage leaves and chop
reserved fennel fern. Add to pot.
Reduce to simmer, and cook until
vegetables are very tender. Flavor
with a dash of cinnamon, cayenne
pepper. curry powder, nutmeg, ginger. if preferred.
Remove soup from heat and puree
with hand mixer/blender, add cream
and return to stunner

BUTTERNUT SQUASH PIE
By Grandma Jane
I unbaked pie crust
3/4 cup sugar
I 1/2 teaspoon pumpkin pie spice
1r2 teaspoon salt
15 oz. cooked squash (strained)
I 1/2 cups evaporated milk
2 eggs. begten
Heat oven to 425°F. Place crust
in 9-inch pie pan. Combine remaining ingredients. Pour into pan.
Bake IS minutes, reduce oven
temperature to 350°F. Bake 40 - 50
minutes longer.
Store in refrigerator.
Now there is no squashing that
recipe. Has my middle daughter said
'That's a keeper'. Remember if you
have a recipe or need one email us
at mrmommurray(if bellsouth.net or
Write Mr. MOM at Murray Ledger
& Times. Thank you goes out to this
weeks reader recipes.
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OVC BASKETBALL MEDIA DAY

SECTION B

2nd DISTRICT SOCCER TOURNAMENT

District Denial
TIGERS SENT PACKING AFTER SUDDEN DEATH LOSS TO MARRSHALL COUNTY

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Billy Kennedy, with microphone, sitting - next to Samfordl
Jimmy Tillete answers questions during a bnef 08.A session
Wednesday at the OVC Media Day at LP Field.

Madness gets head
start for OVC coaches
LEAGUE'S MEDIA DAY HELD
AT LP FIELD IN NASHVILLE
By MICHAEL DANN
2007-08 OVC Men's
Sports Editor
Predicted Order of Midi
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The
Tears
Pts
I Aushn Peay (19)
199
(Jock won't strike midnight for
2
E
166
Kentucky
(1)
mother two days, signaling the
3 Tennessee Tech (2)
160
official start to the college basket4 Murray St.
149
ball season, but Ohio Valley
5 SE Mtssoun
131
6 Tennessee St
101
Conference coaches got a little bit
7 Samford
85
of a head start Wednesday with
8 E Illtnots
75
some madness of their own, bet9 Jacksonvale St
61
50
ter known as the 2007 OVC 10 Morehead Si
33
Media Day at LP Field in 11 Tenn -Martin
Nashville Tenn.
Last year, the Racers were
For only the sixth time in the
picked to finish fourth and ended
last 30 years (dating back to the
1978-79 season), every confer- up in a tie for second place.
ence head coach returns from Kennedy said you can't make
much of preseason rankings, but
their previous season, including
does admit that from top to botMurray State second-year head
tom the league is the best it has
man Billy Kennedy.
been in some time.
Kennedy and the Racers were
Austin Peay received 19 of the
picked to finish fourth by the
league, a prediction that Kennedy total 22 votes to claim preseason
top honors in the league. Eastern
feels is a fair one.
"People seem to pick Murray Kentucky got one first-place vote
and
was
picked
second.
State high, regardless of who's
Tennessee Tech received two
coming back," Kennedy said -first-place votes and was tabbed
Wednesday at his designated third.
Seating spot on the fourth floor of
The following six spots went
the home of the Tennessee Titans.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
For Murray High's boys soccer team, Wednesday night's
sudden death 1-0 loss at the
hands of longtime nemesis
Marshall County was disappointing, no doubt, but it wasn't
crushing.
The Tigers know they have
next year.
The loss ousted Murray from
the Second District Tournament
and ended their season, but for a
squad that didn't dress a single
senior for Thursday's contest,
the Tigers know their time has
only just begun.
"Everybody that was here
tonight is back next year," head
coach Jim Baurer said after the
game. "I told them not to hang
their heads. That's a veteran
(Marshall County) squad out
there. I think our team has the
potential to be pretty good for
the next couple of years. I
couldn't be more pleased with
our effort tonight."
That scrappy effort characteristic of the young, undersized
'Tigers served them well once
again Thursday, as they fought
Marshall County tooth and nail
for nearly 108 minutes. But
with about three minutes
remaining in the final sudden
death period, the Marshals
advanced to tonight's Second
District Championship on a perfectly executed corner kick.
Ian Bradley launched a high,
arcing corner into the box,
where Sam Devore timed his
jump and headed the ball into

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & limes'
Murray High Schoo's Jordan Benton moves up field past a Marshall County defender
Wednesday night at Graves County High School in the 2nd District Soccer Tournament.
the back of the net, breaking
nearly two hours of scoreless
deadlock.
Baurer said he couldn't be
more proud of his squad's
effort.
"I'm very proud of our
team," he said. "I thought we
came out with great intensity
and worked hard the whole

match. I'm pleated with our
effort as far as how they played
and battled. I couldn't be more
proud of this team."
The Tigers were able to control the tempo for a good part of
the first half, forcing Marshall
to play their slowdown, possession style. But the Marshals
gained the upper hand in the

L Lady Tigers district
title chances dashed

second, as they asserted their
direct,
speed-and-strengthreliant game on the Tigers.
Murray's defense was able to
stave off the Marshall attack up
until the corner kick goal and
got several game-saving saves
from keepers Nolan Jackson
and Will Hudson.

0.•
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II See KENNEDY,2B
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MHS LOSES 1-0 To GCHS

:Adams using heartfelt
reminder for upcoming
campaign
TEAM'S PRACTICE JERSEY HAS LAST
YEAR'S FINAL SCORE INSCRIBED
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — It's
;tot because they need a constant
!erninder.
•: But the Murray State Lady
Racer basketball team is very
Well aware of the 'what could
have been' for the school's proram last season.
. The loss to Southeast
Missouri State in the final secnds of the Ohio Valley
conference Tournament chamjlionship game,62-60. has had a
tasting and profound effect on
the team.
: And always one for motiva(ion, first-year head coach Jody
Adams is making sure the team
takes that loss to heart. Or at
least as close to their hearts as
they can get.
former
Tennessee
: The
Volunteer guard and now Lady
Racer head coach has practice
jerseys that read 60-62 inscribed
on the left side, just above the
girls' hearts as a friendly
temi nder.

p

2007-08 OVC Women's
Predicted Order of Finish
Tears
1 SE Mtssoun (19)
2 Samford (2)
3. Murray St.
4 E Ian-Iota (1)
5 Tennessee Tech
6 Tenn-Marttn
7 E Kentucky
8 Morehead St
9 Ausbn Posy
10 Tennessee St
11 Jacksonville St

Pts
199
161
155
119
118
114
105
100
69
48
22

"We had talked about it as a
team and as a staff, is it something that they would want to
remind them?" Adams questioned during her one-on-one
interview session Wednesday at
the Ohio Valley Conference
Media Day. -They were there
twice. Once in the regular season and again in the championship game. They agreed to it.
They said they wanted to do it.
"It's not anything that they
want to look back on. There is a
time when you move on. It's not
the fact of looking back. It's the
simple fact of 'OK, that was a
U See ADAMS,28

#

Ageif

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & limes
Jody Adams (with microphone) addresses members of the
media Wednesday as she is flanked by other OVC coaches at
the League's Media Day in Nashville, Tenn.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
If head coach Mickey
McCuiston and his Murray High
girls could somehow go back to
the first half of Wednesday
night's 1-0 Second District
Tournament loss to Graves
County, they'd find some way,
any way to convert on their
numerous opportunities.
Murray outshot the Lady
Eagles 15-6 and played the entire
first half largely in the shadow of
Graves' goal, but couldn't find
the back of the net. It came back
to haunt them late in the second
half, when the Lady Eagles
scored on a Hillary Clapp cross

that was deflected into the goal
off the foot of Murray keeper
Carly Mathis.
-That's been the story all year
long," heae coaeh Mickey
McCuiston said. "As poorly as I
thought we played — we didn't
play our kind of soccer — 1
thought we had our chances in the
first half and we just didn't finish.
We were in their half of the field
a lot. My goalkeeper touched the
ball once in the first half. Same
story all year long."
The loss brought a stunning,
premature end to the season for a
team that had high hopes for a
district title. The scene seemed to
•See MHS, 28

TIGER PREVIEW

8

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray High junior Ali Adams battles a Graves County player
in the Lady Tigers' 1-0 defeat in the Second District
Tournament semifinals Wednesday night.

LAKER PREVIEW

Calloway, Mayfield
Tigers hope to keep
turnovers down on road renew rivalry on gridiron
EDWARDS, MHS TRAVEL TO
FULTON COUTY FRIDAY
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
After watching tape of his
team's turnover-laden loss at the
hands of eighth-ranked Fulton
City last week, Murray head
coach Lee Edwards isn't any
closer to explaining his team's
inability to hold on to the football.
In a season in which
turnovers have not been kind to
the Tigers, the beast reared its
ugly head again last Friday in
the shape of four lost fumbles
and two interceptions.
"We practice ball protection
every day," Edwards said. "I can
assure you we have our hands
on the football more than any
team I've ever coached. That's
just part of our normal practice
plan. we start every day with it.
Our kids get countless balls
thrown to them a day. It's what
we do. It's not like all of a sudden we can put in some new
drills. We've just got to apply
what we're already doing every
day."
After the game Friday,

FRIDAY MARKS FIRST TIME SINCE
EARLY '90's THAT TWO TEAMS MEET

Edwards told his team to put the By TOMMY DILLARD
uation Morris is happy to have
loss behind them and move on, Sports Writer
finally rectified.
and for Murray, the future looks
"We should have been playJosh McKeel knows that
promising from this point on in familiar chuckle. He's heard it ing this game for a long time:the regular season.
more than he would care to he said."I think it's a good rivalWith this Friday's contest at admit this week.
ry. When we weren't playing
Fulton County, followed by
It seems to have been the them we had to drive to
games against 1-5 Reidland and response of choice for those dis- Evansville or Nashville to play a
Tennessee's Franklin Road cussing the Calloway County game when we could have drivAcademy, the Tigers finish off head coach's matchup with en 20 minutes down the road
the season with three winnable Class A No. 1 Mayfield this and had great crowds and a comgames.
petitive ballgame."
Friday.
"Absolutely we talked about
Those two things are exactly
"That chuckle's kind of
it," Edwards said. "Friday night familiar," he said Tuesday. what McKeel is hoping for
after the game I told them we "Everyone I've talked to back when the two squads square off
have the chance to finish out 3-0 when the schedule was set and at War Memorial Stadium in
and go into the playoffs with now this week kind of gets that Mayfield Friday.
some momentum under our familiar 'Oh, me' chuckle.
At 6-0, Mayfield is no
belt."
Perhaps that's because the stranger to big games against
Finishing strong starts with Lakers' task coming off last much larger schools. The
winning on the road this week at week's open date is to find some Cardinals boast a shutout victoformer district opponent Class A way, any way, to thwart the ry over crosstown rival Class 6A
Fulton County, a team the Tigers methodical offense and stingy Graves County and a 10-point
bested twice last season.
defense employed by head win over Paducah Tilghman.
The Tigers and Pilots made coach Joe Morris' Mayfield Mayfield has made quick work
sure to become extra familiar Cardinals.
of their district opponents and
with each other in their final
For the two schools that lie a has given up more than one
season as district opponents. short 30-minute drive apart, this touchdown only once this year,
Murray won in the regular sea- week's matchup marks the first in a 35-14 victory over
son in a 17-14 nailbiter and beat time they have met on the grid- Crittenden County.
iron since the early 1990s, a sit•See LAKERS,28
•See TIGERS, 28
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•Kennedy

Tennessee Tech's Anthony Father
and AlTlatil McKenzie. Eastern
Kentucky put two player, on the
first team as well, including Mike
Leonard.
Adam
and
Rose

they have coming back and you
look at Tennessee Tech, who has
two fira-tram all-league seniors
back. EKU has shown ability to

From Page 1B
Southeast Missoun State.
Samford,
State.
'Tennessee
Eastern Illinois. Jae ktiont the
State. Morehead State and UT
to

be successful. ... This league is
going to be tough, but Peay is
very impressive."
Drake Reed of Austin Peay
was picked as ()VC Presea.son

Marlin
Kennedy agreed that the
Gosemors. based on last year's
finish, should be considered for

SEM(Ys Brandon Foust, Eastern
Miutim
Romain
Illinois's
Sarnford's Travis Peterson and
Austin Peay's Fernandez LAs:kett
were all named to the league as

Player of the Year.
Murray States Bruce Carter
was named to the league's presea-

the top spot.
-Ills league is much better
u,Ii !nitwits ed Irian last
and
added.
KCIIIICd).
yCaS4,11."SEM() has mg all the seniors

son first team.
Also making the list

well.
The Racers are the only team
to have been picked the preseason
favorite and went on to win the
()VC championship in 2005. Last
SCilSOR, SafaUfd Was given the

were

TWO-011TE DRILL

nod as the preseason top dog,
while the Governors went on the
win the tournament title.

MURRAY HIGH TIGER!'.

brian
FREE

if

fell6011.
-I was 6W-1011t. to See what
their approach would he when
they came back. They understand
how hard it was to get where we

class

weight

5-10 1 240
Best thing about summer

again'?

rience and skill back."

TWO-MINUTE DRILL

2007 DISTRICT STANDINGS
Ttaa
Ow.rau, Datnc•
3C
6-0
T,Ty County
3-0
4-2
ardweE Count}
12
2-5
13
2-4
0.3
1-5
Nand

Camping

Favorite Easter candy:
Chocol.ito
Favorite Will Ferrell movie:
Old School
Song you'd like to sing for
karaoke:
Dont Take the Girl
Favorite non-sports magazine:
Tr Lick magazines
Nickname growing up:

height

You may be surprised to learn I

LAST WEEK
Trigg Co 35 Heath 21

Tennis
Song you'd like to sing for
karaoke:
Oops I Did It Again
Favorite non-sports magazine:
Outdoors
Last book you read:
Gone With the Wind
Nickname growing up:
Chucky
Superhero power you wish you
had:
X-ray vision
I'm supposed to like -- but I

Caldweil Co 55 Reiland 0
Porton City 48 Murray 20

UM WEEK
...Ian Co at Trigg Co
well Co at Welislet
r<I,
•.• 1 o

Beef

Last video game you played:
MX v', ATV Unleashed
Superhero power you wish you

F di, CO
al Lone Oak

2007 TIGER STATS
34 54 33 23-144
41 52 18 21 162

Murray
Opponents

had:

TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
MHS
127
127
F irst Downs
Rushes-Yards 259-1450 263-1366
939
873
Passing Yards
Comp-An -lot 75-172:14 71152.13
2299
2262
Total Yards
15.8
17-11
urnbles-L ost
49-346
Penalhes-Yards 44-394

t 1,

Best thing I watched on TV last
week:
Tommy Boy

Favorite thing to eat in the
summer:
Ice Cream

RuseNG - King 159-1105 710
I herrell 33-236 3110 tiesken 25-124
10. Davis 18-61 210. Wells 7-26
flatland 13-20 Welts 1-15 Darcus 1

"We have to win the turnover
battle. ... I think we match up
well with them. I think if we
win the turnover battle, we
have a good chance of winning the game.

fi McClure 1.0. Holzschuh 1-0
PAGING - Garland 72-156-13 831 711
Thehell 2.12.1 26. King 1-3-0 16 TO
kendley 0.1.0 0
King 32-323 310 Therm!
RECIRING
:5-314 STD McClure 4.71 Divots 5-66
0. Alston 2.34 Kelly 1-20 haws 2.18
Toe*, 1-12. Downey 1-7. Deets 1.5.
Hammonds 1-3

lee Edwards

Lone Oak
Calloway County
Hopkins CO Central
MuNenberg Nonn

LAST WEEK
Lone Oak 45 Hopkins Co Central 14
THIS WEEK
Rim:land at Lone Oak
Calloway County at Mayfield
Hopkins CO Central at Ohio County
Butler County at Muhlenberg North

Sound bites
"I think our kids are excited.
When people hear Mayfield,
they know the kind of
gram that is. People know
Mayfield plays good football."

•Tigers

2-0
1-I
1.1
0-2

6-0
3-3
3.3
0-6

"Holzschuh and Richerson
looked really solid at inside linebacker. They pursued extremely
hard. That's really all you can
ask of these guys is to play like
madmen in the middle. And
that's what they did."
Wicks will play at outside
linebacker while Deese and
Villatorro will fill the rover position.
The chief concern for the
Tigers against Fulton County
will be cutting down on
turnovers. If they can do that.
Edwards is confident the rest
will take care of itself.
"We have to win the turnover
battle." he said. "You can't heat
six
with
teams
average
loss, which will mean more
turnovers. To have that many
for
defense
on
time
playing
turnovers you Just base to be a
Tanner
Holtschuh.
.ty ler
superior football team I'm not
Wicks,
n
Brando
Rtcherson,
sure I can sit here and say we're
Deese.
Alex S'illatoro Matt
superior to Fulton County. I
all
film,
"After looking at the
think we match up well with
coaches
the defensive position
them. I think if we win the
felt like the mos cs were good
turnover battle, we have a good
said.
Edwards
'noses.chance of winning the game."

•Lakers

:ear r goin
LIAM

410

From Page 1B
While not flashy

on

offense.

the Cardinals employ a gnnding

running game and a small but
speedy defense to frustrate
opposing offenses.
"Defensively, they've got a
tremendous amount of speed,"
Mc Keel said. "You look at their
depth chart at their starters and
the heaviest guy up front is
maybe 195. But they play good
assignment football and they fly
you can't teach speed." •
In true Mayfield fashion, it's
the defense that has carried the
Cardinals to wins in games in
which they haven't put up a lot
of points. Mayfield beat Graves
County 17-0 and Tilghman 16-6,
In Calloway ('ounty, however. the Cardinal defense will be
tested in a way they haven't yet
this season - through the air.
The Lakers are quickly gaining
recognition through the region
for their solid passing game
behind the arm of breakout
quarterback Casey Brockman.
Coming off a bye week and
this week's fall break and

Friday, Oct. 19
Colorado at Arizona 737 pm if necessary
Saturday. Oct. 20
Colorado at Arizona TBD it necessary
WORLD SERIES
Wednesday, Oct. 24
National League at American League
In)
Thursday, Oct. 25
NL at AL
Saturday, Oct. 27
AL al NI u-o
Sunday. Oct. 28
AL at NL (11)
Monday, Oct. 29
AL at NL it necessary (n)
Wednesday, Oct. 31
NL at AL it necessary (n)
Thursday. Nov. 1
NL at AL it necessary (5)

TER
O CEN
EXPMurra
y, KY
°mom 12 fr 13
AT E P.M.

whole game and something crazy
happens and you lose I-0. I've
been preaching that to the girls all
season long, because that's why
when you get the opportunities
like we had in the first half,

From Page 1B
hi: set for the Lady

Tigers to get
another shot at top-seeded rival
Marshall County in tonight's title
game. But instead of excitement
over their shot at a championship,
dugout was filled with

Murray's
tears instead after Wednesday's

ye.
NONNuAL STATISTICS
48-391 710.
Wrilrs
RuSerly0
Bumpus 42-190 210 Hargrove 20114 Brockman 39.74 3TD. Seay 439 210 Travis 9-28. Burkeen 3.3.
Treadway 1-1 TO
Burks 2-1
Linlepage 1-1-2). Garner 1-1-8)
80-138-10 1277
Brockman
RASING 14T D Mks 3-3-060 2TD Burkeen 1-2-0
19
Raceme° - Garner 30-974 970
Dobbins 28-423 3TD. Gisum 6-104 TO
6-94 2113 McClure 6.61. Hargrove
3.40 0.1 7-33 Rumpus 3.20,

game, thanks to a Lady Eagle
goal that was nothing if not fluky.
"That's what happens in soccer," McCuiston said. "You
well the,
dominate a

you've got to put them away
because you never know.
have
never
would
"You
have
thought the game would

can

game. play

beep won on a cross corning way
ovelt and a girl just sticking her
foot out."
AM1MM

•Adams
as well as SEMO (Whitney

From Page 1B
good season. Murray States hest
offori, • hut thea's not good

schedule,
practice
altered
McKeel said he sees some positives in the extra time to prepare
for Mayfield despite the break in
routine. He said the team's
Tuesday morning practice was
one of the best morning practices he's ever conducted.
"We had a really good offensive day, with a little defense
sprinkled in." he said. "With fall
break, we've had some extra
time to spend in film study with
the guys. Midway through the
season it's good to change
things up a little. You get in a nit
sometimes and it's good to
things a little differently than
you normally would."
All the extra preparation time
doesn't make Mayfield any less
daunting, however. Mc Keel said
he believes the Cardinals to be
the best team his squad has
faced

this

season, and

that

includes losses to state-ranked
Trigg County and Lone Oak.
"It's an exciting opportunity
for our football team to see how
we stack up against them," he
said. "I think our kids are excit-

Crystal Jones of Eastern
Kentucky, Alex Monday or
of
Samford. Phyllisha Mitchell
UT Mactin and Obiageli Okafor
of Tennessee State joined the

Murray State is coming off a
year in which it went 21-10
overall and 15-5 in the OVC to
finish second. On Wednesday,
the Lady Racers received a
third-place ranking in the preseason poll.

•

desire to want to win a championship," Adams said. "We talk
about the preparation of wanting
win a championship and
sometimes that's 'not fun. The
work ethic and the time commitment and the sacrifices that you

to

have to make to be a champion.
"We hit that off really early.
think the things that impress me
is the majority of the time we

Lady

Racers. The only other team to
put two players on the list were
(Rachel
Illinois
Eastern
Galligan and Jessica Huffman).

,
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Fettuccini Alfredo w/Chicken
Not Nam I Swiss, Not Turkey I Swiss, or KT

110

r-

*star tontiery hone Apo

FavOrde
Restaurant
2008

Hawaiian Chicken

Mutton Ousting at 7:30 pot,

down on me"

MAY'S UMW SPONSORED titi

%E.T.A /01\41

Beet Kabob 1/2 Order
Eggplant Parmesan w/Spaghetti

Calf Scramble

L

ao

be your star day in and day out.
I think you're going to have ybur
off day. The second is when You
do have that off day, how do you
bounce back? Are you going to
fight or are you going to lay.

1.
47

Grouper Sandwich

•

have followed through with that.
I can't say at this level, this age
every college player is going to

r

Dimitri's Chicken

•

I

a

Iiir%dav - Sunday ill a.m.-3 p.m.1
6 Oz. Ribeye Sandwich

L‘'

like just for an hour.
"I guess one of the biggest
things that we talked about cciming in was their willingness And

place votes, was picked second.

..ece•ce..4

one
gem
a vi

while Adams has had limited
time dedicated to her team, she's
excited and eager to hop on the
court for more than what seems

followed by Murray State,
Eastern Illinois, which got
one first-place vote was picked
fourth by coaches and sports
information directors.
The following six in 'order
were Tennessee Tech. UT
Martin, Eastern Kentucky,
Morehead State, Austin Peay,
and
State
Tennessee
Jacksonville State,
Missy Whitney. of SEMO,
was picked Preseason Player of
the Year. but the Lady Racers
were able to put two on the list.
Amber Guffey and Ashley N.
the

:sr
7e

others on the list.
The Lady Racers will officially kick off their season with
their first practice Saturday and

Southeast Missouri State. last
year's defending OVC champion, received 19 first-place votes
to claim the top spot.
Samford, which got two first-

Hayes represented

and

Sonya Daughtery).

enough.' So 60-62 Is worn
because it's not good enough for

TOM'S GRILLE

•
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applies
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TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
CCHS
85
87
First Downs
Rushes.Yards 169-809 179-1133
686
1333
Passing Yards
Comp-Att Int 77-132-10 62-103-2
1545
1706
Total Yards
17-9
11-6
Fumbles-Lost
59-356
Penatbes-Yards 41-347
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2007 LAKER STATS
Calloway 49 62 55 49 0 215
Opponents 14 53 35 52 6 - 160

Josh MeKeel

From Page I B
the Pilots .41.1111 iii ilic playofis.
this tune more tomfortably,
12.
But that was then. when
Fulton County had standout
Johnathan
quarterback
Roberson calling the shots
behind center.
"Roberson was a big loss for
them.- Edwards said. "He was
one heck ol a football player. He
w as one of those kids that when
he dropped hack. you better treat
him like a Michael Vick. lie was
a threat in every facet."
Edwards said he plans to
sock with the personnel changes
he made before the Fulton City

essary

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
Friday. Oct. 12
Cleveland ISabathia 19-7) at Boston
!Beckett 20-7) 6 10 p m
Saturday. Oct. 13
Cleveland ICatrnona 19-8) at Boston
lSChiiliflQ 9-8) 721 p
Monday, Oct. 15
Boston (Matsu/aka 15-121 at Cleveland
!Westbrook 6-9). 610 Pr,)
Tuesday, Oct. 16
Boston at Cleveland 721 pm
Thursday. Oct. la
Boston at Cleveland 721 pm 1 necessary
Saturday, Oct. 20
Cleveland at Boston TEID it necessary

2007 DISTRICT STANDINGS
OVIAN.i.(BMW
Tim

don't
School
Pet you're dying to own:
Boa constrictor
- should play me in a movie:
Vin Diesel
First celebrity crush:
Pam Anderson

ye.
INDYNDuray STATISTICS

Sound bites

f

5-10 1 195 1 Sr.

National League
Thursday, Oct 11
517-9) al Anzona
737pm
ancs
r),
lo
isIF
ado
(Webb
Frklay, Oct. 12
Colorado (Jimenez 4-4) at Arizona
(Davis 13-12) 9 18 p m
Sunday, Oct. 14
Arizona (Hernandez 11-11) at Colotado
(Fogg 10-9) 7 37 p m
Monday, Oct. 15
Anzona (ChVongS 8-8) at Colorado
(Morales 3-2) 9 18 p m
Wadnesday. Oct. 17
Anzona at Colorado 7 37 p or itfloc)

National league
Aozona 3 Chicago 0
Arizona 3 Chicago 1
Arizona 8 Chicago 4
Arizona 5 Chicago 1
Colorado 3 Philadelphia 0
Colorado 4 Philadelphia 2
Colorado 10 Philadelphia 5
Colorado 2 Philadelphia 1

levi
SCARBROUGH
weight (lass

Sunday, Oct. 21
Cleviatand at Boston EBO if net ebsary

Postseason Baseball
All Times CDT
DIVISION SERIES
American League
Swoon 3, Los Angeles 0
Boston 4. los Angeles 0
BOSIOn a. Los Angeles 3
Boston 9. Loll Angeles 1
Cleveland 3 New York 1
Cleveland 12 New York 3
Cleveland 2 New York 1 11 innings
New York 8. Cleveland 4
,,k,eiantt 6 New York 4

ended up la-st year. Are they willing to put that kind of effort back
We'll see how that goes.
in
We've got a good team and expe-

66

1 Sr.

azi
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

'ALLOWAY COUNTY LAKER':
height

Haverstock Insurance Agency

t

starter, and 10 total players from
its 2007 regular season championship squad likes his team's
chances of repeating, for good

CI

CIPRIE Er CIPA

-S'

Austin Peay, led by the "dean"
of OVC coaches, Dave Loos,
who WAS last year's ()V('('each
of the Year, returns all five

TODAY
AUTO RACING
5 p.m
NASCAR Busch Series
ESPN2
final practice for Dollar General 300 at
Concord N C
6 p.m.
ESPN2 - NASCAR Nettel Cup pole
qualifying for Bank of America 500 at
Concord NC
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7:30 p.m.
Florida St at Wake Forest
ESPN
GOLF
3 p.m.
Frys corn Open
Tour.
PGA
IOC
first round, at Las Vegas
6:30 p.m.
IOC - LPGA. Samsung WNW
Championship first round at Palm
Desert Cala (same-day lapel
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
7:30
TBS - sicCS Colorado at Anzona
Garnet
PREP FOOTBALL
6 p.m.
Jefferson (Pa I vs
Thomas
FSN Trintty P. i. at Washington Pa
SOCCER
pin.
ESPN2 - MIS CD Chivas USA at

Moss

3
6
1

"
luTUY Ledger & Manes

Thursday, October 11, 20,7•3/1
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error. Murray Ledger & Times Mk be
responsible toe only one mewed

Wiry

naerton. Any error shoLdri be reported immediately so corredions can
be made.
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.

sterCarci
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The non-confidential portions of this application are
on file in the regional office and are available for
public inspection during regular business hour.
Photocopies of the non-confidential portion of the
application file will be made available upon request.
Dated October 5, 2007
Bank of Cache & Trust Co.
P.O. Box 2020
Cadiz, Ky. 42211
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gf-444/4
October 14 - October 17•6:30PM
Sunday Morning Worship - 11AM
Guest Speaker John Buckley
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Special Music

her

Minister: Ivan Judd
Songleader Carol Judd
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itney and
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The family of Jamie
Cantrell would like to extend
its most sincere appreciation to everyone for their thoughts, prayers, and
enerosity while we were going through
you
a very difficult time. Special thank
,?
to the Murray Calloway
County Hospice.

Okafor

oined the
will ()Mason with
urday and
d

limited
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op on the
hat seems
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I Birthday
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,el. this age

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!

nd day Out
it

have Our

is when you
how do you
Ani going to

a.

oing to lay

270-767-0508

sible for review, evaluation and mainte-

12 Tax Preparers
needed for local tax
offices. Tax classes
available. Call 866554-1040 to register or
to inquire about positions for expenenced
tax professionals.

COMPUTER
Opera to r/ Data
Specialist for a growing
small business. Utilize
specialized software to
manipulate database
files and process customer jobs. Experience
with 'Databases
Spreadsheets
required. Visual Basic
and/or C++ programming experience helpful. Send resume and
letter of application to
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 North 12th St.,
Suite G, Murray, KY
42071.

**word

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
resumes

Advertising

for

the

Sales

position

of

Representative.

Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing adver-

nance of the Medical Center's databases.
This individual will report directly to the

tising plans and developing new accounts in

Director of IS. Individual will work with

Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy

vendors regarding upgrades to related
applications. Individual must be able to

Prior sales experience is required. Degree in

working with the public and

Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations

mune Vino'

similar relational database administration
and technical support in a multi-server

an excellent benefit package.

10

Local Mal
mosso
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Check

Money Order
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Name
1
Address
St.
1
1
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1
1 State
1
Daytime Ph
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An Equal Opportunity Employer
Henry County Medical Center offers an
excellent compensation and benefit package. Interested candidates should mail or

& Times

email resumes to:

its sources reliable,

Henry County Medical Center
PO Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org

•

THE Murray Ledger

020
Zsp

considers

but inaccuracies do
occur.

Readers

using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies

mentioned

herein are believed
NOON

_

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270) 753-1916

'
Nees USA at

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

healthcare experience.

Mail this coupon with payment to:

mon (Pa ) vs
on Pa
ER

plans, salary plus commission, are all part of

major course work in computer science or
related field or equivalent combination of
training and experience and I year of

DIETING? So are we'
Salads 0 Sandra D's,
94E 293-3816

JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
& pictures to DVD.
Most formats supported. Great gift idea.
now
for
Plan
Christmas! 270-3288719

to be reputable, The
Murray

Ledger

8

Times, nor any of its
employees
any

accept

responsibility

whatsoever for their
activities.

In Honor or in Memory (circle one)
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Name of Veteran:
Rank'
Branch of Service:
Date of Service:

t
i:our Name

Phone

060
Nelp Worilmt

I

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage al
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetworkeorn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
DO you love working
wIth kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL time position
available for busy doctor's
office.
Send
resume to P.O. Box
205,
Murray,
KY
42071.
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following
positions:
RN/LPN 2P-10P full
time. SRNA 6A-2P fulltime. Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St.. Mayfield,
KY 42066

060

Hs

Waled

MTG INSURANCE
Seeking
Custome
Service Rep. Assistant
for Large Insurance
Agency in Benton, KY.
Full Time position,
Benefit package End.
Position
requires
Commercial
Lines
Insurance Experience
and computer skills Email
resume'
to,
kathyremtginsurance.com.
GOOD pay, great benefits and will help pay
Call
for
college.
(270)978-5461

'A

Allir21111r
—

be self-motivated.

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental

ING

Bring payment, photo, this tam. along with a self addressed stamped
envelope dunng office hours Mon -Fn 7 30AM-5 OOPM or marl to Murray
Ledger and Times, Ann Classifieds, PO Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071

Message :
BUSY
Orthopaedic
practice located in
Murray, Kentucky is
looking for a part-time
to
full-time
Nurse
Practitioner
or
Physician
Assistant.
Send resume to PO
Box 1055 Murray, KY
42071

ADVERTISING SALES

mission-critical environment. Prefer candidate who has a four year degree with

Double spots: $18 •(40 word limit!

Deadline: friday November 2nd at 1.00 p.m.

AVON part-time help
needed.
877-4206567.

Candidates must have a minimum of 4
years experience with Microsoft SQL or

LEDGER &TIMES

Command: SEAL Team 2

A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-4439004

based on education and sales experience.

subscribe to the ...

(1978-1979)
Naval Special Warfare

11979-1984i

other IS analysts.

MURRAY

Aircraft Carrier USS Midway

0 Only fill per spot • lone person per photo, 20 word limit)

rh
,
Suitor

$ORES

November 11, 2007
ibm Berry

accepting
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a

VISA

In Honor of

preferred, but not required. Salary will be

I.• 733-511143

SOldri

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

LOST White Cheek.
Long haired female
white & grey cat. 17
years - looks much
younger. Om Newburg
Rd. 436-2838
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problems of life.
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On July 16th, our son Steve
McReynolds, was killed in an automobile accident. The outpouring of
love from this community has been
awesome Our family was comforted by the hundreds of people who
came to pay their respect, standing
in line tor as long as three hours and
many who came but were unable to
get inside The few rains of the season fell on that Friday night and
many had to leave We knew how
much Steve was loved by this community but on the night of visitation we realized the profound
effect Steve had on the lives of so many people.
Steve's gentle heart and happy spirit was non judgmental. and
was free of prejudices People from all walks of life were touched
and encouraged by hint He had qualities more influential than
power or wealth. he had kindness in his heart, a caring and helpful nature. an always present sense of humor, and an uncanny ability to see people beyond their worldly limitations Although Steve
faced daily adversities he always kept his smile and his unique
laugh would echo wherever he went.
At the age of 14, Steve started a Saturday morning job at Murray
Supply Company, and after he completed high school, he would
work three mornings a week. He remained a faithful employee tot
almost 27 years. Thank you. Larry and Joyce Hurt It was your
encouragement that pve him the confidence and belief that he
could achieve anything To Steve's friends and co-workers at
Murray Supply who loved and respected him. to his customers
who joked with him. we thank you all for making his days great!
Steve's love for God was obvious to each person he met. He
used his gifts each day to lighten peoples moods and to brIghten
their day. What a better place for him to use these God given gifts
than to be a greeter at Wal-Mart? He loved his job and felt so
proud to be at the door saying "hello" and asking about your day
and really caring about how things were with you and family
members. The Wal-Mart slogan. "We treat you like family" certainly describes Steve's time there. How he loved his Wal-Mart
family. The day of Steve's funeral service, Wal-Mart sent employees from surrounding areas to staff the Murray store allowing coworkers to attend his service. Wal-Mart management and employees put together books filled with letters, pictures, and wonderful
stories wrinen and told by customers and staff. Thank you WalNun friends. Oer fondly is so grateful to these woresedut people
. the support they nave shown our funny sod the love they have
expressed for Steve. We are proud to know that he worked side by
aide with such wonderful people.
You, the community, embraced Steve and helped him become a
productive individual. He was truly blessed to have mown up in
this wonderful place Our school system gave him their best and
surrounded him with wonderful teachers. These fine people gave
him their all. Thank you seems so inadequate. To Dr Austin and
Dr. Stout, thank you. To all who had a part in "A Celebration of
Life," Patrick Johnson and Laura Reynolds. vocalists. Oneida
white, pianist and to Rev. Alan Miller, Rev. Ricky Cunningham
and Rev Heyward Roberts, a special 'Thank You." To all who
served as pallbearers, know how much each of you meant to Steve.
To each of you who brought food, sent flowers, cards, letters and
to all who donated so generously to his scholarship fund, for all of
the gestures of comfort that was shown to our family, thank you.
We ask everyone to remember our son and keep the memory of his
happy spirit and gentle nature in your heart. Please keep us in your
prayers dunng this sorrowful time.
Harold & Pat kfcRevrtolds. Greg & Ants McRevnalds.
florid & Lisa McReynolds Gillman.
IAA< & Matt McReynolds, Kailey & Chase Gillman.
Jordon and Bre, Gillman Holbrook

Any person wishing to comment on this application
may file his or her comments in writing with the
regional director of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation at its Regional Office, 500 West Monroe,
Suite 3500, Chicago, Illinois, 60661, not later than
October 22, 2007
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Notice is hereby given that the Bank of Cadiz &
Trust Co. 79 Main Street, Cadtz, Ky., 42211 has
made application to the Federal Depoeit Insurance
Corporation, Washington, D.0 20429 for its written
consent to locate a branch bank at 630 North 12th
Street, Murray, Ky.
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ADJUSTMENTS

HELP WANTED
Part/Full time -flexible
schedule- 7 days a
week.
$9hr after paid training
+ Benefits
1-888-974-JOBS
T079100207

Help Wanted
National Property
Management
Company is seeking a
full time Assistant
Manager with bookkeeping experience.
*Drug Free Workforce
*Background
Screening 'Benefits
'Equal Opportunity
Employer Please fax
resume to (270)7593005
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Some
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
Pa Volunteer coordinator, 15 hours/wk.
Degree or experience
in human service-related field; experience
supervising, managing
and coordinating volunteers; strong communication skills; proficiency in Microsoft
Office. Send resume
with job-related references to CASA, 305
North
4th
Street,
Murray KY 42071, by
10/22/07.

SECRETARY
PT/$8 an hour
Send Res to
INS4u1230gmarl.com
SIRLOIN Stockade is
now hiring a full-time,
day-time dishwasher.
Please apply in person. No phone calls.
TRUCK drivers. Local
company. Good starting pay & benefits.
Home weekends. 2
years OTR experience.
489-2138

Ndi

parents
WORKING
seeking experienced,
full/pad-time day care
provider for newborn. If
interested, please call
293-4479 after 5PM.
References
are
required.
YOUTH
Care
Workers- needed for
our girl's and boy's
campuses. Applicants
must have High School
diploma and at least 22
years old. Bachelor's
degree preferred as
well as 1-3 years experience. Hourly positions start at $8.55.
Clinical
Services
Director- needed with
a Master's Degree in
Social
Work,
Psychology.
Counseling, or related
field along with 5-7
years
experience
required. Licensure or
certification, or the ability to be licensed or
certified immediately,
required. Salary is
negotiable depending
upon education and
experience.
New Pathways For
Children is a non-profit
residential child-care
agency founded by the
Churches of Christ,
outside of Melba KY.
Benefits for tuft-time
positions
include
health and vision insurance, vacation, sick,
and holiday leave, and
retirement planning.
Must be flexible. honest, dependable, and
enjoy working with the
teenagers. Applicants
must have acceptable,
criminal background

Enroll your child now!

Evening Child Care

LAWN Pro now hinng
pan time seasonal
help. Starting $8.00$10.00 an hour. 2938923

available for ages 2 - 10 years ‘.
Mondays - Thursdays
4:00-9:30 p.m.
Contact director at

MORTGAGE
Protection Specialist,
$50K+++FT/PT
call 270-293-0452

411

809-3899
Or E-mail
conme scarborou hOit mu 1state edu

. ..

41.
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Murray

check child abuse
end
sex
oftencte
check New Pathways
,s
an
Equa
Opportunity Employer
Appficants send a
resume and a handwriting sample to
Linda Turner
New
Pathways
For
Chia:pen PO Box 10.
Melber KV 42069 Of
apply in person 9.008
to 4 30p at 1223 Shaw
Rd , Nlelber
6 Mae
CLEANING for Homes
or Businessos I have
20 year' exponent.*
270-759-9553
HOUSE cleaning
Cabins- apts
7599031
978-6554
WILL clean houses
Please call 293-5806
1111
Cowman

Computer
Connection
1403 Sycamore - 7524438
Complier SIMI/Serste
Networting Santis
Laser Pyle A laWg Rpgr

mom ciMinifeks
A. Certified
fechi,,c,an
Serv.,i• repairs
759 3556
Wiint to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753 0,13
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U.S. coin
and pocket knife collections. 2934999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Grinds. 519 S 12th,
Murray
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners.
baseboard
healers Used carpeting. 753-4109
WANT to buy 5 to 20
wooded
acres
in
.
:f.11:ieloney County. 270559.1681 ui 270-227
1913

Of Hot tut, brand new
in package 6-7 person, lots of lets. digital.
ozoneator. water tall.
cover. retail $7 300.
must sell $3,600
(573)300-1031
r ceramic Me 8.39
so ft 270-443-4590
314" prefinished hardwood flooring 81.59 sq
It 270-443-4590
CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 Nun 5150
each 270-492-8614
Engineered hardwood
flooring 182 bo xes
35sq ft per box. Setting
for 61.39 per sq ft while
it lasts 270-443-4590
HD TeievIelonts
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HO televisions
Fiat screen Plasma
LCD, Rear Protection
also
LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment Oenters 8 TV carts
Beasley Antenna
" noo

Calloway Count
ictonal History
Family History
Books
759-493P
753-235(
JAZZY Power Electric
Chair Real good condition S800 227-4439
Larrisnate flooring'859
sq It 3 colors-oak.
moor*. cherry 100
boxes 270-4434590
NEW pool table, never
used 1- -slate. solid
wood carved legs, tell.
acc package. retells
84.600 selling for
$1,500, must sell
(573)300.1031
Overstock oak kit
cabinets Sig savings
• 270-443-4590
'REP/5 IfullcIngs- lac, tory has 131 arch style
•steel buildings for
: immediate
sale
30136/45s72
Must
;sell Call ea • 800• N1 -1140
STRAW for Wier()
bate 227-7352. 753)4562

4
1 !t
"
7
"..itr

Medea
For We
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get d 4 room FREE
FREE DVFl or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HO pro
gramming
w/HD
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29 99 per mo +8500
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna
Satellite for more into
759-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901
STRAW for sale, $3
bale 293-1272
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
CJJ Tegrell Twhiten

753-9075
(2701227-2193

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
Mr A tr Ft

(210)753-1/13
160
Howe Funeetalge
DINING room labia 84
chairs. Chrome legs
with rollers. 753-8438
KHAKI couch, computer, TV $150 for everyhing 753-6232
Farm Equipment
2003 Rhino bush hog
Eitt 3p1 hitch. $1,250
OBO. Call 767-0143,
293-4809

EXTRA nice. 1 owner
10' disc. See to appreciate Nice 2 row Case
dna Markers & fertilizer boxes, original manual 492-8523. 8362301

FIREWOOD for sale:
pick-up or delivery.
Cart for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

WINTER upright piano
Good
condition
Excellent stapler piano,
$800 270-753-5549

1995
Fleetwood
Reflection 16 x80 3BR
28A New laminate
wood floors and fans
Recently painted Interior Front and rear
refrigerator
decks,
oven, washer, dryer
and C/Ftirli unit included $15,000 will negoti
ate Call 227-1124
2003 Clayton 16x60,
3br. 2ba. vinyl siding.
shingle roof, extra nice
(270)489-2525
2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home Shingle
A vinyl with 10ft front
porch and brick Naikle
skirting 2BR. 'IBA
$29.900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment.
$306 monthly 1-80°455-3001

14X60 28R 28A $400
703-4768
2EIR OW nice large
yard. $450 month.
Cornerstone Realty 8
Rental 761-RENT
3814 wrth
central ad. 5 minute.
from MSU. 121 North
$325/mo • deposit
Call after 400 753'
3560

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
I 505

Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Alf
Accepting Application,

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j
6
Cr
1p.m. to 4 p.m.

NIL

1 1 2 bdr apts No
pets Leave a meg
saps 270-753-1970
1 OR 2br aMs. few
downtown
Murray
starling at S200/mo.
753-4109
IEIR, venous locations.
$200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9996
2I3R IBA. all appliances.
CM/A
641'Nortrivrood 270753-0259
MR Duplex 1332
Yallewrood $425/rno
293-7736293-1446

FORMER
Stella
Grocery. Use imagination deli, restaurant,
general store, beauty
shop.
etc
Price
depending on equipment included Call
270-767-0493 or 270978-0777.

Read the
classifieds
daily!

For fisnt

2EIR duplex, nice.
CAVA, appliances for
rushed. Various loca
bons. Coleman RE
Commercial Bldg.
753-9898
2297 State At. 94 East
48R 213A. all appli2688 sq feet
ances. central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-9898
806 acre lot
SOUTH WOOD conWill rent or lease
dominiums. All appli$76,900
ances Included. 787753-5856-- 293-7127
9948.
603 Chestnut, 3 BR,
bath apt. Deposit, refCommonest Prop For Rent
erence. lease 270227-3331
lake
29R
front
properly
2.000
square feet
ARCHITECT designed
with deep water dock
office
space
and
townhome
759- adjoining 2.000 square
213R11.5E3A, covered $750 month
feet living space down
parking, appliances 9046. 978-3953
including washer/dryer. 3811 1 58A. immacu- town. 978-0698
late condition, extend- MURRAY
Serene
landscaped
ed lease required no Courtsquare Prime
views. berber carpets
pets References and
retail location for rent
extra storage No pets
deposit required. 1116 or lease Over 1800 sq
$695/month
Fairlane
Dr
$750 per ft. Available Nov 2007
1401 Diuguid, 270month. 270-293-4602
293-3904.
(865)705-5812
38F1 brick 1.58A, OFFICE or retail space
DUPLEX apartment. C/H/A. over 2.000 available. Prime locaLike new, located in sq.ft. Corner of Brain tion. 753-2905. 293Northwood. Carport, and Poor Farm Rd. 1480
2BR, all appliances $675 mo 293-7872
VERY nice commercial
with gas heat and cen- 313/1. 1
bath, family building for lease in
tral air. $575 per room, 1603 Parklane
Murray area. Over
month. Phone 753- $695 month. $1,000
8,800 -S.F. Great for
3018
retail, offices, restausecurity deposit
rant, or any kind of
EXCEPTIONALLY
(270)474-2520
nice, large 1 bedroom.
business. Has Parking
3BR, 1-1/28A, S.W. of
unfurnished ($345) All
town, large yard, appli- lot, central h/a, and
security
appliances including
system.
ances. $700/mo,
washer and dryer
51,800/mo. 270-293deposit, references.
9349
270-759-5885 or 270NO PETS. 293-0247
293-7085
LARGE 2811, 1604
&Supplies I
Rentals
Miller, $500 month.
Large 3BR, furnished,
AKC
Registered
A&F Warehousing
all utilities paid. 1606
Bloodhound pups with
Near
MSU
$20-50
Miller. $800 month.
full registration. 2
753-7668
270-519-2699
females, 3 males left
all
UVE Oak Apts.
red.
Serious
litH;LiESS
Newly Remodeled
inquiries, please. 270St I t-SIORMA. /48-5427
1BR $29000
2BR $340.00
-Abeam Ptscs le Sion'
amcEn pups. friendly.
Hwy 1711-4 arms. item
3811 8425 00
-hots, wormed. $250
Newest
retard Nun.If
$100 deposit special
270-382-2901
270-759-55..
for qualified appliDOG Obedience
NII.A% UNITS
cants
-136-2858.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
REGISTERED Mt. Cur
tcytle
Call today for appointpuppies. Born 8/20
it AR'
ment
Shots er
wormed
7534221
Call us. well be glad
Champion bloodlines
NICE 2BR duplex.
$150 each. 753-8965
to help.
Carport. No pets. 227- Murray Ledger & Tirm3054 or 753-7457
270-75',- l9t Ii
REGISTERED Toy and
Tiny Toy Poodles
NOW LEASING
1270)489-2761
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
Rent
8 vouchers
Boat 8. RV storage
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts 12x36 units
902 Northwood Dr
I lx 12 garage doors
Monday,
Monthly:yearly rates
Wednesday, Friday
(270)978-0559
5X6 round bales o
Phone 759-4984
mixed grass hay. 227
Equal Housing
5105
Opportunity
TOO #1-800448-6056
400
renting
• RED OAKS APTS.
'fee Sale
Located al 720 S 4th St
Special
$100 Deposit
IBR $325
270-293-6900
2BR $375
Call Todiryt
MURRAY Store and
1000 S 16th St.
7634801.
Lock presently has
VERY nice large two units available 753Fri & Sat.
bedroom smoke tree 2905 or 753-7536
7AM-12PM
no pets, $450 416 N
8th 489-2741
home decor
PREMIER
kitchen table twin
MINISTORAGE
bed (brand new)
m Fre Awe
•Inside climate control
children clothing
storage
•Secunty alarmed
toys 8 much
*Safe & clean
much more
2, 3 & 4811 houses,
•We sell boxes'
Lease
lt deposit
We rent O-Hault,
required. 753-4109
753-9600

REDUCED

276436-5496

YARD SALE

Ri

YARD
SALE
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate

NEON BEACH
RAI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

1 211
Dogwood
Drive East
Oct. 12 & 13
8AM

YARD SALE
121S, Smiles past
Keys on left
Fri.. 10/12 & 10/19

12PM-6PM
Sat.. 10/138 10/20
8AM-6PM
NO
moving in/moving
out sale Furniture
tools. CHEAP stuff

Yard este

%Wads

MASSIVE
YARD SALE
1010-8 Northwood Dr.
The road next to
Cain's
Saturday, October 13
7AM-11:30AM

furniture, baby
items, household
items, maternity
clothes, toys,
books, lots of
everything

606 S. 9th St.
Fri. & Sat.
Rain or Shine

Lots of
glassware,
cake plates
etc.,
Southern living
Cookbooks

Visit these
yard sales
this weekend!

INSIDE
ESTATE SALE

1408 Dudley
Fri. & Sat.• 7AM

No _Early_ Sates

2014 College
Farm Rd
Fri.• SAM

chairs, computer
printer, photo
scanner, word
processor, TV, gas
stove, dishwasher,
dryer, washer, car
seats, lawn mower

bedroom suite desk
wthutch lamps dishes.
pictures Quttl. toys,
Christmas decorations.
glassware baby
clothes dolls
books. household Items

MOVING
SALE
1714
Ridgewood Dr
Friday
7:30 AM
chairs,
lamps, furniture,
lots of kids stuff

Table w/4

3-PARTY
GARAGE SALE
2851
Kirksey Rd.
Fri & Sat
8:00-7

If In int...mitts' asdept &iv
advertiong tor real estate which
I. not in
1. All
perums aru hereby intormed
that all di.ening,adsertiod are
available on an equa/ portorut, ba,
with fair

Housing Ads ertising requirements. Contact NA1 con..ol
Xrre P Warm P33.164$..1(.130

865 Van
Cleave Rd.

trolling motor, lawnmower, treadmill,
Coke cars, swords,
knives, records. tapes,
Cps, games, dolls,
everything. 753-7847

GARAGE SALE
9290
Shady Grove rd.
1.3 miles north
of hwy 140
Thurs 8-5
Fri 8-5
Sat 8-5

Couch, chair 8 ottoman dryer. drshwasher, nice
iewelry armoire. jewelry purses lots of clothes in all
sizes. 0-10, misses sizes lots of plus size women's,
men s clothes, many shoes in vaned sizes- many
wide widths in large saes tor women. movies. CD's,
books kitchen & household ferns, name brand
make-up, close out sale

GARAGE
SALE

Murray t edger & limes Fair
Housing Ad biotin
All mil u‘tate advertisos/ herein
subyert to the Federal fair
}lousing Ad ohich makes it
illegal to &tsetse any preference. 1u-rotation
ticsrnminanon bawd on fatly tutor. religion. ,ani, handicap familial stone. or natninal ongin. or ink,
non to male any such reference. lenttowns or discrimination
Suit laws l,nbni clawrirnmation
in tiw sale rental to advertisong
ot real estate haws' on 1.001, in
addition to thoiai broteatioi
under lederal

FOr h/nilet

Fri., 10/12 thru
Fri., 10/19

Honda ATV, rob -tiller,
kitchen Set patio set,
dishes. pictures, books.
bicycle. no clothes

{

[
Lake ewe/1y
11311
1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built, KY Lake
$69,900 Only one'
Call owner 615-5155550
PRIME lakefront, lake
view and access
acreages at bargain
prices.
kylakesalccom or
call 800-704-3154
SALE or rent 3BR2BA, lake view, private
dock, complete furnished $900 month or
$255,555 Cornerstone
Realty & Rental 761W
SELL

460
Homes For Sala

3 bedroom 2 1/2 bath C/H/A on
corner lot in Crossfield Sub.
Remodeled, very

nice.

753-2905 • 270-293-8595

Girls name brand
clothes size
4-14/16
Something for
everyone'

1086 Robertson Rd.

Visit our website
www.murrayledger.com

For
Email

m
be

aci

In 4

Estate

Fri., 8-5

BIG HUGE
SALES

comes
The pr

furniture, household item, clothes

YARD SALE
803 Sunny
Lane

4 FAMILY GARAGE SALE

NO
MOM 8a
Beautiful

Northwood
Storage behind
Smith's Carpet
Fri., 10/12 &
Sat., 10/13
7AM

various sized boy
clothes, teen girl
clothes, several
clocks & household goods

New in box stainless chandelier, movies,
books, Christmas ornaments & decorations,
softball & baseball items, rollerblades, name
brand clothes: BeBe, Abercrombie, Hollister,
American Eagle Halloween costumes, table
& chairs, desk, Playstabon games. New
items put out each day. 293-3617

100

GARAGE
SALE

YARD SALE

1509 Dudley
Fri., Oct. 12 & Sat., Oct. 13•8AM-?

Location
take Exit
Route 81

Place
your ad
with us
today!
Call
753-1916

6036 Hwy. 641S
Fri. only
6AM-1PM

HUGE 3 PARTY
YARD SALE

5-PARTY GARAGE SALE
1303 Poor Farm Rd
Thurs - Sat 7:00-?
Rain or shine

Something for
everyone

5 FAMILY
YARD SALE

much more. Don't miss this one!

my!

Chestnut City
Park,
Pavillion 1
Fri., Oct. 12
7AM-?

!Mk

home decor, candles, wreath, arrangements. Christmas, several comforter
sets, curtains, very nice clothes: all
sizes, purses, shoes, earrings. *So

Garage sales,
yard sales
and MOVittfr sales,

5:00-4:03
Treadwell, adult
bicycles, MOW &
chairs, new couch
oak desk, computer
desk, recliners. new
rnolonzecl Chaii.
antiques, misc

ABS(
REJ

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

books. =keg chair, decorations, sinkitauoit,
counter tcps bps, mac

Red Barn - 5173 94W

bassinet, playpen, baby clothes, maternity
clothes. small appliances, dishes, silverware, glass top end & coffee tables, end &
coffee tables, glass top dining table, odd
tables, metal twin bed, roll-away bed, electric weed eater Sk mower, self prop. mower,
his/her like new bikes with car carrier. dog
house, twin & king sheets, king bedspread

9730 121 North, eller
Graves Caloway Ina
Thum a Fri

Name brand plus sue
doh*,shoes, purses
chalrens dotes 2-4T.
toys, glassware, areques,

Fri., Oct. 12 & Sat., Oct. 13• 7AM-?

miles, turn
right. 1130 Wright Rd.
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.

4-PARTY YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE
3600 Airport Rd
Thursday, Friday
& Saturday

HUGE TAG SALE!

94E to 280 - 4-1/2

3-FAMILY

GARAGE SALE
302 N. 10th St.
Fri., 7AM-2PM
Sat, TAM-Noon
Clothes: Adults,
gigs preteen
clothes sizes 7-9
Juniors 10-12, boys
clothing sizes 4-18,
miscellaneous
household items

VHS movies - mostly 80s & 90s, HP
ScanJet 2200c, 13" color TV, cordless phone, glass & plastic kitchen
bowls, coffee mugs, cups, grilling
accessories, Black & Decker Arctic
Twister with manual, microwave,
plus size ladies' clothes: jeans, tops,
dresses, shorts, khaki pants. Books,
cookbooks, blankets, CSI board
game. Many more Items not listed.
For more information, send email to
murrayyardsale @ murray-ky.com.
BIG 25c table. Cash only.

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
ivy%

AVAILABILITY
HOUSE in country
3BR. possible long
term Possible option
to buy 219-613-0227

Yard Mb

Tr

JI
VI(

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger &

rut.

1111141,,
8

Punk Mie

Clam

ABSOLUTE WATERFRONT
REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Sat. Oct. 20th •10AM

SELLING FOR ESTATE SETTLEMENT
31h, At 10:00*. M.
17.•Lama Walk Wile
131111101sdaut,Padua', KY
prom Hinkleville Road At Hancock Fabncs.Take
Friedman Lane South 4/10 Mile To Alameda Or.
Turn Leh And Proceed 2 Blocks
At The Corner CU Alameda And Piedmont

Nice Home • Beautiful Jewelry
Home Items • '04 Honda Auto
Vary Nowt Homo - Ready To Mow.WWI
Three Bedrooms • Two Moths
Ihrowl thee Rosin- Fonnal 111Wero Ow=
Family Room Don Eat In Kliotioa
Beautiful Hardwood Floors & Carpet
Sao Central System Stara.* Ihrlidino
(treat Corner Lot With Landscape
Neal Estate Sods To The
Hisdrimit Bidder At 12:00 Noon,

hol bee Tow -*7.59955w.Maioe Blahs

For MOM information or a detelled brochure,
contact Bunch Bros. at(270)0784992
Email: LDEtunchnsol.corn, or vleil our webeite at
www.bunchbrosauctionrealty.corn or
www.auctIonzip.com, ID S10111

NROMMits - lanteereaskome Per Pictures!
Fine Jewelry Including • Ladies Diamond Ring
1.15ct With 3 Smaller Diamonds. I In Color Clarity Si2 •

buns 10
.
/. clown wat ceretie0 tends vett, Oatance due wen dello
et), 01 deed within 45 clays Possesston at closing Each buyet Ciii
tie responsibie tor infrastructure assessment as set forth In HOA
By-Laws at dosing.

Sewn J !lunch • Aucbonaer
(lunch Auctsonov RE Saslow

UNCH BROS.)

AUCTION & REALTY, INC.
P0 DOS ITO
INUE00. KENTUCKY. 42051
1.0001 PM/ 3711-ES•2
FAX (3701 770-,Ary

=COMG=GUING=GONE----

OkBSOLUTE AUCTIO

Sat.. Oct. 27th - 10:00 AM
Purchase Ares Aquaculture Cooperative
At To-I Cltw. eitabeett won*le
11 525 State Route 97
53-31411. ACRES,
Office And Warehouse
In 4 Tracts And In Combinations

www°
"
1.1.11111PRII

Ladies Diamond Ring 3 Stone 2.00cl.by.,G In Color,
Clanty VS2* Lathes Diamond Ringl.Oct Tiffany Mounting.
H-I In Color Clarity S12 • Ladies Diamond Ring With 3
Diamonds .75ct.hv I In Color, Clardy Si? • Ladies
Diamond Ring w/14 Stoves, Flower Stylish-I In Color.
Clarity S12-11 • Ladies 14KWG Rolex Watch 'Beautiful'•
Gold Dog Pin, Weighing 17.3 Grams w/Sapvhire Eye And
12 Round Diamonds • Other Nice Rings, Gold Pieces,
Coins And Costume Jewelry Jewelry Will Sell At 1100
A.M • From the Homo Many Pieces Of Wondenut Oki
Wicker, Chairs, Tables, Swing. Settee. Chaise • Sets Of
White Wrought Iron Tables & Chairs • Yard Ornaments •
Rustic Brown Round Dining Table w/4 Chairs. like New'•
Maple China Cabinet • Maple Tea Cart • Maple Canopy
Bed, Matching Desk •Lane Cedar Chest •4 Pc Plantation
Style Bedroom Suite • Electric Select Comfort Bed •
Ridgeway Grandfather Clock • Lowery Organ • Carved
Teakwood Tables • Sofa & Loveseat • Side Tables • Side
Chairs• Recliner, w/Massage • Magnavox 46" Big Screen
TV • Small TV & TV Cabinet • 3 Electnc Fireplace Sets
With Mantles • Washer. Dryer • Tiffany Style Lamp •
Several Very Nice Hand Woven Area Rugs • Jewelry
Chest • Pair Of Mission "Arts & Craft- Style Lamps •
Upholstered Chaise • Teakwood Dressing Screen •
Oriental Painted Chest • Book Cases • Singer Sewing
Machine • Old Quilts. Quilt Tops • Large French Limoges
Vase • Set Of Johann Haviland Germany Bavaria China •
Set Of Popegosser China • Set Of Franciscan Desert
Rose Dishes w/Serving Pieces• Jamestown Fostoria Pink
Rose Glasses • Cut Glass • Pressed Glass • Collectible
Glass • Prints • Nice Mirrors • Linens • Silver Tea Set •
Pots, Pans. Dishes • Household Miscellaneous • Many
Nice Books • Hand Tools • Yard Tools • And Much More',

'04 Honda Civic, 4 Door, Only 7,500 Miles, Super Nice!
Corn tete Settlement Da Of Sale!
TRACT 1 - 13.42 ACRES IMPROVED WITH A

met Fair
cake
heti berm
rat Fair
makes it
any preferdiscnmina.
color, tele
familial stab or inten-

advertising
ri fames in
protected
accept ant
. tate which
the law. All
v informed
verteed are
at opportuwith Fair
Inc reqUireAA Counsel
)648-1000

JAMES
R.ESTATECASH
AUCTIONEER
BROKER

LIKE NEW 60564 BUILDING
SPLIT FACE MASONRY CONSTRUCTION,
LOWER & UPPER OFFICES • BREAK ROOM
COMMERCIAL RESTROOMS
INCLUDING A 40X60 OPEN AREA Wilt' CEILING
ALSO WITH 605100 WAREHOUSE, NEW IN 2003
PRE ENGINEERED STEEL CONSTRUCTION
TWO LOADING DOCKS WITH OVERHEAD DOORS
Tract 2 - 7.84 Acres - Tract 3- 16.64 Acres
Tract 4 - 15.44 Acres With 4 Fish Ponds
For Information Contact
Tom French, President At 270-705-7861
Real Estate Terms 15% Down, Balance In 30 Days!

j"
& REAL
Rb FANCY FARM. KY. 270-623-8466
-The Setting Machine"
460
Homes For Sale

460
HUMS For Sale

4 bedroom brick, 2bath, C/H/A, on 2 lots
$165,000. Other listings at
allthelistings.com
(270)753-4109
FOR Sale/Lease: 3BR
2BA lakefront properly

JAMES R. CASH

dock, 2-1/2 car
garage w/at. 2713759-9046, 270-9783953

I

FANCY FARM. KY. 270-623-8466
RC'
"The Gelling Machine" R

1

21;.:, z..7;4-oi-A1 .A.11LICIICI1430204

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Saturday, Oct- 200., AK 10:00 A.IVL
""irrpeo Late" CiAirewery Elararzeoll ErSitertssr"
A deltaroire Ilairliwras a&W GM eMesarriraese, etle
At -Tiles Ccolchniesteer Community
From Murray At The MSU Football Stadium 'fake Hwy 121 Northwest 8 Miles
To The Coldwater Community Turn Right On Hammond Road 'Hwy 1836 And
Proceed North 4/10 Mile Cross The New 4 Lane And Proceed On 2/10 Mile,

2 Mlle* SE Of The Graves-Callowa
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In 5 Tracts And In Combinations
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Tract 5 - 42.199 Acres
Farmland, Meadows
29.9 Acres AN In The CRP Program With
An Annual Payment Of $ $1,812.00
.,

*-

'

Tract 4 - 17.112 Acres - Robing Meadows

Walt www.Jasmasrcash_ccom
For New Survey And Tract Details!

Down With A Minimum Deposit
Of S3.000.00 Per Tract. Balance In 30 Days

CASH
R.
JAMES REAL
ESTATE BROKER r--1
RC

7V4 AUCTIONEER &
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
'THE SELLING MACHINE

LAKE Bargain! 1+
acre lake access with
free boat slips
$29,900 Great terms
Call 800-704-3154

rush-.

5 to 295 acres West
Possibe
Calloway.
owner financing 4892116. leave message

t
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EXECUTIVE home in

440
Lots For Sas
_OVERLOOK the two
acres from your two
story covered
screened porch...4
bedrooms. 2.5 baths.
family room with fireplace, two flex rooms.
Southwest Schools.
Call CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs Reattors
753 1492...Easy to
show....

Murray. unique design
with all amenities, 1
acre wooded lot,
replacement cost
$500,000 4. sale price
$316,000 by owner
(270)753-9686

11211
Honiss For SW
[
3BR 1 5BAbnck home
Immaculate move-in
$114.900
condition
1116 Fairlane 270293-4602

110 Ash St.

4'. • 3-

WANT work Shop-,
...30 x 40 detached
building..
Three bedroom
brick,, hardwood
floors...Kitchen/den
gives feeling of openness...Just now on
market,. Call Rebecca
753-1492 di CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

Saturday. October 13-10:00AM

•
74 UNION HILL RD. BENTON, KY
• LOCATED JUST OFF OF HWY.641 NORTH OF HAROIN ON THE

•

UNION HILL ROAD SIGNS WILL BE POSTED
11.4
;ifelAcies & Parts, Farm Equipment, Buildings, Tools, lawn &
Garden Equipment, Guns, Household & More!
!1997 Chevrolet Tahoe LT 1500: El Camino For Restoration; 1985
; Allis Chalmers 6140 Tractor Bush Hog; Woods Finish Mower: Box
Blade; 2 Row Plow & Disk. 2 Port, Buildings To Be Moved; 6x10
Utility Trailer, 4x8 Port. Sign. Truck Topper & Moped. Lawn;
*
GBcd.cO.: 2006 Hustler Mini Z 52in. Cut Mower, Yamaha 481n.
Mower; Cub Cadet Self Prop. Push Mower; Troy Bin Brush Cutter;
Troy Bill Rear Tine Tiller: Troy Bib Chipper; Agri-Fab Pull Behind
* Chipper"Muicher. Lawn Sweep; Pull Behind Spreader & ComPostumbler. Tools, New Pressure Washer; Oster Pipe Machine;6 Ton *
Shop Press; Century 141g Welder Miller Welder; 6HP Upright Air
* Compressor: Sand Blaster; New EZ Scan 5000 Auto X-Ray, Frame
Repair Kit; Chain Hoist: Generator; Scroll Saw; 214 Craftsman Roil
Around Tool Boxes Full; Craftsman Router. Table Saw & Radial
Saw. Hand Guns: S&W 9mm: Russian 9mm & Rossi 38 Special.
a tong Guns; Win. 30-30 & Ithaca 20 Ga. White Metal Deo. Household: Oak Table & 6 Chairs: Oak Clawfoot China Cab.; 4 Pc. Queen
Bed. Suite; Kitchen Island W/Stainless Top; Oak Stand Table &
* Others; 4 Air Conditioners; Telescope; Patio Set; Stainless Gas Grill:
Noritake China; Ken Holland Prints: Record Cabinet; Floor Model
Radio & MUCH MORE! See_DurlYMBOBIFIRPICReilikAIMMMit
LtstruL Bring A Chair. Concessions & Restroom Available.
*

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE
1 157 ST. RT. 97 MAYFIELD, KY
RALPH AUSTIN, AUCTIONEER Lic. P2471
270-705-4859

r

ilEted Trucks

2002 Toyota Tundra
SR5. Excellent condi
non, 1 owner, white
with tan cloth interior,
PL, PW, CD, tow package, access
cab,
68,000 miles. Asking
$14,500 OBO. Call
Chris at 270-293-3391.

r

.32

1994 Gruman pontoon
18', 401-1P, live well
new FF, new trolling
motor, excellent condi
tion, $3,800. 492-8006

Services Oflered
L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE
ti T1 g,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 Z:7-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 HOUR SERVICE
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All job, - hip or small

14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
Sport Utility Vehicles
2005 Equinox AWD
73K, $10,300. 2003
Envoy SLE 4x4, sunroof. 80K. $10,900.
270-705-5973

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, pick-up. delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured. 4373044.

[
1:13Used Cars
PRICED REDUCED
AGAIN' '91 Mercury
Grand Marquis LS
Come look her over.
Make an offer. 2930347
2004 Pontiac Grand
Prix.
Absolutely
loaded. Black with tan
leather interior. Heads
up display. 67,000
owner.
miles.
1
$13.995.
270-2934602
Taurus,
red,
'94
loaded, great condition Ride and drive
anywhere
$1,850
OBO. 753-6556, 293-

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up lunk.
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

ASPH A LT
Mitchell Bros.
Paving
II,k/r 411

'93 Ford Probe, Red,
2dr.,

very

clean,

$1,500.(270)577-9915
v%%%,
1,1%
CI( ,

/.1.111

NEW 3BR. 2-Bath,
2,430 sq ft. w/1,730 sq.
ft living area. Misty
Meadows Subdivision
in Oaks Country Club
Area. 293-1681 or 2930234

1992 Chevy Caprice.
178K miles, $1,200.
492-8290. leave message.

Vero
2003 Dodge Grand
Excellen
Caravan
C ondition
142,000/miles $4.995
270-382-3114

tsar,

759-0501

753.1537
TRAVIS
ASPHAI,T
Poking. Sealcoating
& Hauling
'ION '11 ‘‘15

270-753.2279
CATHY S
Wallpapering,
Painting. Cleaning
270- 227-6606 731498-8904

Services Offered

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do 00 at
Mew own risk Although
persons and compa
nies mentioned herein
ate believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, not
any of as employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-338-5288
YEARRY S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone 436-

FREE kittens. 5 wash
old. 293-1281

If you
need to
fax your
ad, our
number
is
753-1927

2562, 227-0267

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

www.austmauctionservice-com

753-9562
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ertysolvers.eom
1270/761-HOME

_
Buy Any Individual Tract
Combination Of Tracts
Or The Entire Property,

154

/A on
d Sub.
ice.
-8595

II1Iii
`
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USED TIRES

Tract 1 - .872 Acre
With A 3 Bedroom Brick & Vinyl Hems,
Family Room - Dining Room - Kitchen
Laundry Room - Full Basement
Hardwood And Carpet - Central System
Neat & Clean!
Shown By Appointment!!
T-1'111111111
1
.4
.
Tract 2- 3.118 Acres
.x,
IBIS?, A Good Tobacco Sant
i
Tract 3 - 11.575 Acres - Lets & Trees A

ly one!
15-515-

rent: 3BR
iew, private
plete fur• month or
ornerstone
Rental 761-

I/ \

Auto Parts

A Good Location For Calloway Or Graves County

e.

.COM

tws.11 TI1ATF
1 121 I
I!

480

A Nice Little Calloway County Setting
Farmland - Pasture - Trees - Hunting
Homesites - A Neat Country Home

ATERdock

NEW
Construction
3BR 2BA, quiet neigh
borhood. Almost com
pleted.
Cal
Cornerstone Realty &
Rental tor more into
761-SELL

www.creativeprop-

imsgirfik-z-

a

ilril
osts & Motors

Tractor - Refrigerated Trucks
Support Equipment & More
Waver 11010owersallBao 11011s11111
irgruclusvrigaissem -gagnierwa
;.. euytil tart a Iltiel LJI et C Onkirktrl

ESTATE AUCTION a

(ESTATE AUCTION)

LoCalion: 520 Ikon Bay Drive, Kuttawa. KY, From i-24
WM Ex& 40. Proofed Welton U.S Hwy. 62/641 to State
Route 810 South. Turn Lett and proceed to Sale Site!
NoncE cm.Nutria 07-50772 39 +/- &N NE.*
Moon Bay Hotor. Tits Meer Front Property IS located on
Beauliki LAN Baldry a Lyon Co.. KY next to 60 concisied
condor al Moon Bey HEW Coxionnium Deveioprnent
This props* babe *114 ,1 is, tracts, and in es minty.
NO MOMMUMIlif NO RESERVES,
II PREMIUMS!
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NORISCOPO

by Jacqueline Blgar

Calloway
Trash Servite

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Oct. 12, 2007:
You'll have a year to remember if you remain somewhat discreet and
cautious. Handle your finances with learned precision; money could
become a source of chaos. Understanding those at a distance or different people poses challenges, but not insurmountable ones. Use
your instincts to further your path. Give up a combative streak. It
you are single, you'll make waves. Be careful about your choices, as
not everyone is who he or she seems to be. If you are attached, a
more cautious but loving attitude warms your relationship. SCORPIO helps you understand your assets in all contexts of the word.

la AUTOMATED BILLING!
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
$15/M0

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113

Dozer work & Track
hoe

761-3740 293-4045'
ARIES(March 21-Apri1 19)
**** A partner or an associate wants to assume a stronger role.
You might feel that a key concept or idea could work with more definition. Brainstorming sessions could go on for quite a while. Tonight.
Let your ideas out.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
NADEAU'S
**** Some have a way of declaring their role without checking out
Construction
others' positions. It you stand on ceremony, you will go nowhere
*Flooring •Oeciss
quickly. If you are open to the possibilities and brainstorm, options will
•Vinyl siding -All
appear. Tonight: Listen rather than decide.
Home Improvements
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
(270)978-2111
*** Stay focused on one item or project at a time. Since much
Licensed/Insured
could hit you simultaneously, you feel that you need to make a deciDAVID'S
Cleaning sion or multitask. You don't. Your creativity emerges later in the day
Service. All external Tonight: Let your imagination go wild.
cleaning. Vinyl, fences, CANCER (June 21-July 22)
etc. (270)527-7176
***** You have a great deal of imagination on your side. Add
DNJ HANDYMAN
another's creative bent, and it might be difficult to predict where you
We do all the odd jobs
will land. Be open and know that a discussion is an ongoing process
you don't have time
Tonight: Kick up your heels.
for.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Painting, siding, roofs, *** What you thought was clear as a bell turns out not to be. Yo
decks.
might need to anchor in financially and not get yourself into troublc
293-5438
Express your anger or frustration in a manner that makes a differ
ence. Listen to what is being shared in return. Tonight: Anchor in.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might find that communication goes way off as you ar
trying to come to a better understanding. Work on your listening skil:
Scrap Appliances • Old wiring
in the next few weeks. Be aware of how people can use the sam
Metal Stotm Windows& Deets
Strap Metal Mowers &Fillets
words but with slightly different nuances. Tonight: Keep talking.
Fama alumni -Car Batt,nes
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
270-227-2864 ***
Step back, especially financially. You will see that others has
FUTRELI2S•frea
a very different style or approach. You might want to take some tip
Service
from key people about what to do and what not to do. Listen to Yvhi
Trimming,
removal, is being shared and learn. Tonight: Get some extra R and A.
stump grinding, fire- SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
wood. Insured. 489- **** Surely a strong sense of direction could help you see a situ
2839
ation in a different light. Take in information rather than disseminat.
it. Check all facts. You might be more inclined to accept informatio
HALL'S WASTE than
usual. Misinformation runs amok. Tonight: What makes yo:
NI \NAGEMENT happy?
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
• weekly & sprci.il pickups
*** Just as you thought everything was A-OK, you find som(
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783 strange thoughts and odd reactions heading toward you. You migh
wonder what you can do to prevent a problem like this in the future
293-2784
Tonight: Decide to take some personal time.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Though you generally go along with friends, reason might
stop you short. Listen to your instincts about new information and
Small hint-a:hold
perhaps an oddball type of person. You realize how important it is to
icpatr & mant o,(irk
confirm news might be. Tonight: Find your pals.
SCI1101 Ifiendh,
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
753-4344 • 227-5644 *** Others make requests, which you might easily see as
demands. You can handle it all, if you relax. What might be an iMporLANDOWNERS/FARM tant action for the next few days is to confirm information. You might
ERS:
not be able to get the whole story all at once. Tonight: A force to be
Are coyotes, raccoons. dealt with.
beavers or other ani- PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
mals causing you prob- ***** You might wonder how you can make a difference. What
lems? I can help, my you discover is that perhaps you
cannot. What might be easily
service may be free
accomplished for one person might not be for another. Allow people
during trapping seato be different. Tonight: Rent a movie, or relax to a fine piece of
son. Steve 978-2747
music.
NEED A
BORN TODAY
METAL ROOF?
TV news reporter Chris Wallace (1947), track star Marion Jones
CALL
(1975), opera singer Luciano Pavarotti (1935)
1270)752-6414
Ask forDarren
Jacqueline [tiger Is on the Internet at http://www.jacquellnebiNightengale
gancom.
(c) 2007 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
CONCRETE

Work:

Walls, floors, footers,
driveways,
patios,
sidewalks, decoratives.
Call 270-493-0144.

FREE

JOE'S JOBS

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling
No job too small
Free estimates
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
Quicker. Better.
Cheaper.

iiiio

Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Intedors

1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
$4.Custom uphoistay ;sr/ it s ewm cone in house ,
S. Interior design services designed to fit your budget ,
r o9,,a' lot
From design to febncabon to professoonei installation, your wort i, done
in house by our Melly staff
Come check out the Reed Interiors difference for youneif

94)44 lanieetiorris,

293-8688

Me S. 12th St. • 753-6361
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Murray Ledger at Dutra

Man's marriage to his stepmom
is illegal in several states

111 years ago
ball game.
Published is a picture of Ran40 years ago
dall Patterson talking with Bob
DT Prue Wilson Kelly. radiDEAR
ABBY:
Your to "Smitten in North Texas"
Jackson. candidate for state sen- ologist,
has joined the staff of response to 'Smitte
ate, at the opening of Democra- Houston
n in North regarding a potential maniage
-McDevitt Clinic and
Texas' (Aug. 17). who was to his now-former
tic headquarters in Murray The
stepmother
Murray•Calkiway, County Hospiromantically interested in his (his father having
photo was by Staff Photograph- tal
passed away).
according to Dr. Hugh L
et Bernard Kane
decease
father's
d
wile,
was not You advised the young man
Houston of the clinic and Robert
entirely correct.
Births reported include a gul Wilson, administ
to go ahead with the relationrator of the hosto Maryann and Cameron Roberts, pital
True. there is no blood rela- ship should he wish.
(kt h. and
tionshi
buy to Christopher
p between the two, but
Airman 2nd Class William A.
Under the current Texas
and Mary Wooldndge, Oct 9.
a relation- Family Code, Chapter 6, SecBarlow, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Mr and Mrs Ray Rhoades D Barlow
ship of a tion 6.206: "A miu-nage is void
of Murray, participatwere married for 50 years Oct
ed in the annual field training operromantic if a party is a current or for10
ation, Exercise Deep Purple 07
nature mer stepchild or stepparent of
20 years ago
in Turkey.
between the other party."
Published is a picture of Benny
Murray State University Racthem is akin
Therefore, under current
Stubblefield, employee of Jerry ers won
71-12 over Iowa Westo
incest Texas law, "Smitten" and his
Atkins & Associates, working on leyan at
the homecoming footbecaus
e
of stepmother could not achieve
a back stop of the new baseball ball game
at Murray.
the
previ- a legally binding marriage.
stadium being constructed next
50 years ago
ously estab- They would have to move to
to Roy Stewart Stadium at MurPvt. William (i. Paschall, son
lished rela- another state without such a
ray State University The photo of Mr. and
Mrs Othel I) Paschall
was by Staff Photographer David of Hazel.
tionship of a provision to take that course
has been assigned to
Tuck
stepmotni
of action. -- AWAITING MY
the 287th Field Artillery BattalBy Abigail
Births reported include a boy ion in German
stepson.
BAR EXAM RESULTS IN
y.
Van Buren
Drearna and Royce /Ursine,
A more OKLAHOMA
Rev. Orval Austin, pastor of
(kt
a girl to Tammy and College Presbyterian
appropriate response would
DEAR ABBY: Regarding
Church, MurhottesWorlev.OraTaboym ray, was speaker
have been to advise "Smitten" your advice to "Smitte
at a filet-ling of
n," be
Phyllis and (harks linen and a the Sigma
to check the legality of such aware that some states,
Department of the Murincludgirl to Tammie and Ronnie Stress, ray Woman'
a relationship in the state of ing Texas. outlaw marriag
s Club.
e to
tki 8
Texas with a family law attor- your stepmother as incestu
Births reported include a girl
ous.
30 years ago
to Bernice and Shirley Wilfred,
ney qualified to practice in Others are Rhode
Island, South
Published is a picture of Hal Oct. 8.
that
state.
-PAT
IN Carolina, Tennessee and OklaWinchester of Calloway County
60 years ago
PRICHARD. W.VA.
homa. -- CLEM IN WALLINGlire-Rescue and Ronnie Barnett
Cecil Brown, distinguished
DEAR
PAT:
Thank
you for FORD, PA.
of the Murray Fire Department news analyst,
was the speaker at
writing
and
pointin
g out, so
DEAR ABBY: If the young
suiting up Steve Lax during a the meeting
of the First District
gently, that my answer was man's mother is
combined city and county rescue Education
alive, how
held at Murray State
off
the
mark. I'm afraid it's would she receive her son's
squad fire protection demonstra- College. Over
1081 teachers
time
to drag out the old wet new mate, who used
tion
a part of National Fire attended the 63rd annual
to be her
session.
noodle, because after review- ex-husband's wife?
Presention Week The photo was Dennis
"Smitten's"
McDaniel, superintendent
ing the mail I have received mother could
by Stall Photographer Lowell of Hickma
be an undue
n County Schools, is
from readers around the coun- source of stress
Atchley
president
in his martry regarding that letter, "Smit- riage, and
MuffirylhghSchoolClassof
Births reported include a boy
he should be alert1921 had its 56-year reunion at to Mr.
ten" should definitely consult ed to that
and Mrs. Darrell Harfact. -- OFFERING
the Triangle Inn with Kerby Jen- grove,
an attorney -- and possibly a A WARNING
Oct. 3.
IN HOUSTON
nings as the speaker.
clergyperson -- before taking
Murray High School Tigers
Murray State University Rac- won 41-13
the relationship to the next
over Fulton Bulldogs
DEAR ABBY: "Smitten"
ers won 31-20 over University in a
level. Read on:
football games at Murray. •
may be in trouble regarding
ot Tennessee at Martin in a tootDEAR ABBY: I wish to

Dear Abby

'

correct a flaw in your advice

TodaylnIllstory
By !he Associated Press
listay is I hursday. Oct II,
the 284th day of 2007 There are
althoslehititheyear.
today's Highlight in History:
On oca II. 1776, the naval
Battle ut Valcour Island on Lake
Champlain fisila place during the
Amok an Resolution. American
lones led by Gen Benedict Arnold
sulleied 11Ca” losses, but managed to stall the British
On this date:
In 1779, Polish nobleman
1-11 A Us Y

ILS I I II

CaN111111 Pulaski, fighting for Allier
lean independence, died too days
after being mortally wounded during the Revolutionary War Hattie
of Savannah. Ga
In 1890. the Daughters of the
American Resolution was founded in Washington, D.('
In 1952. the lost American
political telecast took place as the
Democratic National Comnimee
sponsored a program from a CBS
television studio in New York.
In 1942. the World War It Bat

tIe of Cape Esperance began in
the Solomon Islands, resulting in
an American victory iner the Japanese.
In 1958. the lunar probe Pioneer I Wit\ launched, it failed to
go as far out as planned. fell back
to Eanh, and burned up in the
atmosphere.
In 1962. Pope John XXIII convened the first session (il the Roman
Catholic Church's Second Ecumenical Council, also known as
Vatican

- a--aturs

the Bible's prohibition stating
that "You shall not uncover
the nakedness of your father's
wife; it is your father's nakedness." (Leviticus 18:8.) A better suggestion would be to
consult a knowledgeable ecumenical authority. -- MARLON IN ROSAMOND,CALIF

DEAR ABBY: I'm afraid
this time you misled your readers. In all heavenly religions
(including ('hnstianity. Islam,
Judaism. etc.) if a man marnes a woman -- providing having a sexual relationship
between them -- his son may
NEVER enter wedlock with
his stepmother in any way at

all! You do not have the right
to allow them to marry. To
do so would be irreligious,
unethical and sinful. You owe
palliation to pious readers. -FATHER K., A MUSLIM
READER
DEAR ABBY: I found it
very interesting that in describing the "deeper, most romantic kind of love" that young
man said he_ has for a former
stepmother. Wirst on his list
of attributes 'about her was that
she is "built" and don't forget "pretty"). Sounds like true
love to me!
-- CYNICAL IN CHICAGO

L.C:11•1 COI 1E00

Garlic keeps all the
bloodsuckers away
DEAR DR. GOTT: One hot
summer, my husband and I went
to a Little League baseball game
The mosquitoes were thick.

your lot,
Just put soap in your sack.
And the cramp in your back,

Will be gone, believe it or
not.
DEAR READER: I am proud
bothered by them. Lots of them of your poem in my honor.
were
only Thank you.
circling
Soap has helped many readaround us. ers. and I suspect it will help
Why,
you many more since the recent
ask'? Because removal of quinine tablets from
we had taken the market. Tonic water(8 ounces
garlic tablets. at bedtime) is also a successful
They work to substitute for many people.
keep
the
For those with persistent leg
mosquitoes cramps and pain. I recommend
away.
We you see your physician. You
Dr. Gott have used the may have a condition called
tablets for Restless Legs Syndrome, for
years. They which medications such as
By
Dr. Peter Gott work every Requip may be helpful.
time,
and
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
there is no odor.
your column in regard to cherDEAR READER: Great idea. ries for gout. Can you please
Garlic seems to work well as a tell me if this means canned
bug repellant, but this is the cherry pie filling, maraschino
first I have heard of garlic pills (red or green) cherries in a
jar
having the same effect. All the or fresh cherries'? How many
benefits with none of the draw- should I eat to achieve benebacks, namely, the strong gar- fits"! I always read your column
s
lic smell that permeates every- and have found many helpful
thing. Thanks for writing. Bat- tidbits.
ter up!
DEAR READER: Other
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a readers have written me to share
77-year-old South Carolina coun- their experiences with
cherries
try boy who has read and enjoyed as a treatment (and
preventive)
your piece in our local news- for gout.
paper for years. I also suffered
The form of the cherries
with cramps at night (after a appears to make no
difference:
good day's work) and before fresh, canned, frozen,
dried or
arising if I stretched my body. juiced. Most readers prefer
fresh
That was in the past. I tried cherries (a handful
three times
the bar of soap in bed, and I a day for acute
gout; a few
haven't been bothered by cramps cherries a day
for prevention).
since. In thankfulness for your
Remember that nothing in
advice, I have wntten a poem the medical world
is guaran(limerick) in your honor.
teed. so don't be disappointed
There once was a doctor if the cherry therapy
fails. But
named Gott.
the treatment is usually favorWho said. "If cramps are able.
Everyone was slapping at them
but to no avail. We were not

FOR 13E.T-T
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12100
t6 THAT MORE
FUN THAN
KO5.5ING•

1 Coronet
6 Humongous
11 Rookie surfers
13 Sketchers
need
14 Psyche part
15 Villain s laugh
16 - and yang
17 Second note
18 Pinch oh
20 Computer
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22 Leafy climber
23 Deep - bend
25 fl-mannered
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26 Heartaches
27 Doesn't continue
29 Tool makers
31 Clean a fish
33 Luau welcome
34 Swerved
37 Lump of ielly
say
40 Clutter
41 Facilitate
43 Thick slice
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ContractBridge
%est dealer.
North-South a ulnerable.
NORTH
•K 42
•A 6 3
+914
+1106 5 3
WEST
EAST
+107
•Q 8 5 3
'KO)105
V9 8 7 4
+1075
+62
•A O5
+1(94
SOUTH
•A .1 96
(I2
•AKO.143
+72
The bidding:
West
North East
South
I 51
Pass
211)
Diate
3
4*
Pass
4•
Pass
5•
Opening lead -- king of hearts.
Planning the play is declarer's
most important responsibility, and he
ti0C1 not Whitt this obligation unless
the plans he makes are thought out to
the Iasi detail.
Take a case like this one, where
South is in Os e diamonds and West
leads a heart. Probably the instinctive
thing to do is to win the heart with
its, ACC, draw trumps, then lead a
spade to the king and finesse the jack
on the way back.
The finesse would succeed, all

right, but the contract would fail
when the spades tamed out tii be
divided 4-2. Declarer would then go
down one, losing two clubs and a
spade.
The trouble with this method of
play is that it doesn't Alma for the
possibility of West's having the doubleton ten of spades. Since this is
something that would occur about 8
percent of the time, it is a factor that
should ont he ignored.
Planning to take a spade finesse
is certainly the proper approach to
the play, but exactly when to take the
finesse is a matter of at least equal
importance. The correct time for the
finesse is immediately
that is,
right after winning the opening lead
with the ace of hearts.
At trick two, the two of spades
should be led to the jack. After the
finesse succeeds, you draw trumps
and then lead a low spade to the king.
In the actual hand. West plays the
ten on the king, and when you next
return a spade from dummy, you are
able to finesse the nine and thus
avoid a spade loser.
It does take a certain amount of
foresight to realite the importance of
leading a low spade from dummy at
trick two. but, atter all, that's precisely the kind ofsmall detail a competent declarer is expected to take
into account a•heri planning the play.

45 Hirt and Gore
46 Liability

opposite
48 Building wing
49 Peoria loc
50 Give the pink
slap
51 Publicity into
53 Derek or Jackwn
54 Less broght
56 Non-stick
coating
58 Petty
59 Home finisher

DOWN
1 Have in the
mind as an idea
2 Common
antiseptic
3 Commercial
4 Sidelines cry
5 Rodin sculpture
6 Unsmiling
7 Holm or Fleeing
8 Easy - ple
9 Brain
messengers
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10 Low cards
12 Wave away
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22 Smoke-detector output
24 Margins
26 Laments
28 California s
Big 30 Tilly or Ryan
32 Come-on
34 Expensive
paper
35 Winding curve
36 Put down
slangily
38 Flamenco
shout
39 Panama port
40 Damsels
42 Car loan
44 Golden-haired
46 Ice skaters
leap
47 Bands up
50 Every last bit
52 Again and
again
55 Cajun St
57 Morgan
- Fay
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